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LAND GROUPS, LAND REGISTRATION, AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PROIECTS ON GUADALCANAL, SOLOMON

ISLANDS

Tarcisius Kabutaulaka
Center for Pacific Islands Studies, University of Hawai,i at Manoa

Neoliberal economic development requires that land boundaries and land
groups be identified and registered, creating property rights and titles that can
be bolght, sold, and transferred. Registration makes land and land groups legible,
thereby allor,rring states to exercise control and make land accessibie to potJrtiai
investors. This process of commodification creates changes that are often socially
traumatic. In many Melanesian societies, individual and group rights to land are
traditionally fluid and dynamic. Registration, however, freezei them. This paper
examines how the process of land registration not only identify but also ireate
Iand groups and influences how they respond to economic development projects.
Two case studies on Guadalcanal illustrate this and highlight that iand groups are
not always passive victims. However, their agency cun ottly be exerciied within
the.limits established by the state. This paper locates Guadalcanal's experiences
within broader discussions of land and economic development in Oceania.

Introduction

Tlrrs pepnR ExAMINEs How cusroMARy LAND GRoups REspoND To LARGE-
scALE EcoNourc development projects. It discusses the intersections and
entanglements between customaryland tenure systems and capitalist economic
development. Here, landscapes and land groups become the geographical and
social spaces where customary rights, state interests and laws, *iaorpor"ta
desires intersect and influence one another. These intersections influence the
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nature and dynamics of contemporary land groups and economic development

outcomes. The paper discusses how land groups respond to capitalisnls need

for property rights, which underlies the state's push for land reforms aimed at

,.girt.rirrg tittJt. fnt push for the creation of property rights is what I refer

to"h.r. ai the "disciplining of development spaces." The paper examines the

state's role in facilitating.huttger in land tenure, how land groups respond to

these changes, why they respond in particular ways, and how their re'sponses

influence the nature and dynamics of the land groups and economic develop-

ment outcomes. The paper uses two national development projects in central

Guadalcanal, Solomon islands, as case studies: the Gold Ridge mine and the

proposed Tina River Hydropower Development Project (TRH?f)'
' 

f,Vtrit" the case studies ur. on Guadalcanal, the paper highlights broader

issues that are pertinent to other Pacific Island countries and territories. Central

to this is how neoliberal economic policies have led to and influenced the nature

of land reforms aimed at making land accessible for economic development

projects. These reforms were largely about registering land, which transforms

it fiom customary systems of tenure to a codified system that gives rights to

individuals, grouPs (e'g" land groups), corporate entities, or the state' In addi-

tion, the p"r! foi land registration has a long history that precedes the advent

of neoliberal economic poli.i"r from the 1970s and onward. It was informed

broadly by ideas of capiialist economic development and the institutions that

*.r. .rtublirhed to facilitate it. Since the mid-1800s, there has been a push by

private business interests and various colonial administrations for land regis-

iration. The underlying rationale was that customary systems of tenure were

not conducive to a capitalist market economy that focuses on using land to

generate and accumulate financial capital. Examples of major land registration

irolects in oceania include the Great Mdhele in Hawai'i from 1945 to 1955

iKame'eleihiwa 1992; osorio 2002),the land surveys and registration in Fiji from

isso to 1940 (Rokolekutu 2017; Kurer 2005; France 1969), and the creation of

individual land ownership in American Samoa (Kruse 2018). Throughout the

colonial and postcoloniaferas, many Pacific Island countries have introduced

land registration la*s. This broader regional context will be discussed below

In dlscussing the case of Guadalcanal, this paper first proposes that while

customary lanJ groups on the island have always been dynamic' large-scale

economic development projects have influenced them to mutate more rap-

idly and in particular ways. As groups compete to be recognized by the state'

they could potentially create new groups, strengthen som€- grolps' claims to

land, weaken others, and erase some claims. This could (and has in some cases)

engender conflicts, intensify economic inequalities, and in the long term poten-

tiaily create landlessness. Second, the paper discusses how the state-often in

partnership with corporate entities-uses its legal apparatus to influence, if not
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dictate, how land groups are defined, organized, and deployed for purposes of
economic development. Here, land groups are organized to fit thJstaiet legal
requirements and be compatible with the requirements of capitalist economic
development. The process leads to the commodification of land, as well as land
g,roups. Third, the paper asserts that customary land groups have agency, rather
than simply being victims of the state, corporate investors, and deveiopment
partners. They often use-either intentionally or unintentionally-their fluidity
and mutability to engage with one another and other stakeholders. This agency
does not always give them better economic outcomes, but it is a useful bargain-
ing tool, because it causes discomfort to the state, corporate entities, and devel-
opment partners. However, land groups'agency is exercised within the limits
established by the state through its laws, processes, and officials. consequently,
landowner agency is framed by the state.

The paper is divided into five parts. First, it provides a broad pacific Island
overview of land, land reforms, and economic development. This outlines the
discourses and policies that underlie the push for customary land reform and
discusses how such reforms influence landscapes and social groups in order to
make them compatible with the needs of capitalist developmeni. second, the
paper focuses on Solomon Islands. It provides an outline of the state's ratio-
nale for land reform and the laws and processes that have been established to
facilitate it. Third, it provides an overview of customary land tenure systems in
Guadalcanal. Fourth, it tells the stories of the Gold Ridge and TRHDp devel-
opment projects and discusses how land groups responded to them. Fifth, it
provides concluding remarks.

Customary Land and Economic Development in Oceania

Land is central to economic development. consequently, discussions about
land and economic development often focus on the need to access land and
have security of tenure, especially for the state and potential investors. In these
discussions, customary systems of tenure are sometimes viewed as imped-
iments to economic development (Hughes 2003; Gosarevski, Hughes, and
Windybank 2004; Chand and Duncan 2013). These views about customary
land and economic development have been expressed by politicians, ordinary
citizens, academics, and development partners in oceania and elsewhere in the
world. They are based on the premise that customary systems of tenure cre-
ate "undisciplined development spacesj'because they are generally communal,
dlmamic, fluid, and uncodified-and therefore outside the purview of the state.
This, it is argued, does not provide secured property rights to land. This is par-
ticularly the case for neoliberal economists, who view land primarily as'just
another factor of production, with the peculiarity that it is relatively inelastic in
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supply" (chand and Duncan 2013,34).In discussing land and property rights

in Oceania, Chand and Duncan expressed concern that

the absence of individual rights to [the] use of land creates uncertain-

ties with respect to investment, particularly investments that have long

gestation p.tiodt before providing returns"'' Insecurity of access to

i'and could reduce private investment in infrastructure, which in turn

is likely to retard the rate of long-run economic growth' (34)

Consequently, reforms to customary systems of land tenure are viewed as

a precond-ition io ..orrotnic development, because they would provide secure

property rights, especially for potential investors, and reduce land-related dis-

putes. As Hllen Hughes argues, while commenting on the communal nature of

customary land tenure systems,

Changingfromcommunaltoindividualpropertyrightsundoubtedly
has costs for some individuals. Some will benefit more than others. But

experience worldwide shows that where the transition from commu-

,rj to p.rrorral property rights takes place in an open society, the ben-

efits to the lowest income households that emerge from the process are

far greater than those of standing still' (2003: I I )

Underlying the push for customary land reform is the idea and process of

neoliberal'capitalisi economic development' Here, the term "neoliberal capital-

ism" is used to refer to policies that promote free market economic orthodoxy

where land is viewed as a means of production-it is important primarily for

the production of commodities for export and to generate profit that is viewed

as cintral to measurements of economic development. Pacific Island places and

societies have been drawn into this since the late 1800s, when most became

intertwined in global trade, resulting in the acquisition of land for the devel-

opment of (coc6nut, sugar cane, pineapple, oil palm, etc') plantations and later

mines. This has resultedln the registration and acquisition of large areas of land

in Fiji and Hawai'i in particular. From the 1980s onward, Pacific Island coun-

tries have been pressuied to adopt neoliberal economic policies as promoted

by the World Sank and the International Monetary Fund. This influenced their

policies toward the access and use of land (Slatter 2004)'

Neoliberal capitalist development needs'brganized development spaces"

that would enabli capitalism to function effectively. These spaces are both geo-

graphical (landscapei or seascapes) and social (socialscapes) that are identified

ind otgurir"d to make them legible to the state, investors, and other economic

develofment agencies (Scott 1998). Consequently, land reform usually focuses
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on land registration, which is ultimately about identifying land boundaries and
matching them to land groups or owners. such legibility is fundamental to and
a precondition for the implementation of state plans. Building on Scott,s notion
of legibility, Dan )orgensen states that "legibility enables systematic state inter-
vention in the affairs of its citizens, and creating legibility entails state simplifi-
cations of social practices in the form of a standard grid whereby these can be
recorded and monitored" (2007:57). The process of disciplining development
spaces to make them legible is also about simplifying complex systems and rela-
tionships that exist largely outside of the purview of the state. This simplifica-
tion enables the state to appropriate lands and land groups.

This is vital to the establishment of clearry defined and secured property
rights that are enforceable by laws and can provide greater security & t.rrur..
This is important because property rights are fundamental to capitalist eco-
nomic development. They are what craig Richardson refers to as the,,invisible
foundatiorf' that supports "three distinct economic pillars ... creating a largely
hidden structure for the entire marketplace: (i) trust; (ii) land equity; ana, (iii)
incentives" (2006,4). This, it is envisaged, would encourage potential investors to
commit capital, make long-term plans, and ultimately create economic growth.
But the process is not only about the creation ofproperty rights and hence the
commodification of land.It is also about commodi$ring land groups so that they
._- b. easily bought and sold by the state and corporate entitiei while giving
them the fagade of being owners of property. once rand groups are identified
and registered, they could then be passed from one investor to another, similar to
the wayproperties (including land and the resources on it) are traded.

underlying this discussion and process of disciplining development spaces
and making them legible is the assumption that customary systems of tenure
are static. In other words, there are clearly defined land boundaries and land
groups that exist in the kastom (custom) domain and need only to be recorded,
registered, and transferred into the formal legal system, or the state domain.
But that is not necessarily the case. customary land tenure systems are not
unchanging since time immemorial, as is sometimes implied in academic and
popular discussions. They are dynamic, flexible, and malleable. consequently,
what is regarded as a customary land tenure system today is not necessarily the
same system that it was twenty or even ten years ago.It has changed over time in
response to new technologies, population decline and growth, greater mobility,
literacy, the establishment of centralized government, different approaches to
development, etc. As Ron Crocombe notes,

what is called customary or traditional tenure in the pacific today is a
diverse mixture of varying degree of colonial law, policy and practice,
with varying elements of customary practices as they were in the late
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nineteenth century, after many significant changes had been wlgught

on the pre-contact tenures by steel tools, guns (which facilitated large-

scale warfare), population decline, labor recruiting (which increased

mobility) and absintee right right-holding, cash cropping and alien-

ation in the post-contact but pre-colonial era' (1983: 3-4)

In his study of the contemporary butubutu in New Georgia in the western

Solomon Islands, Edvard Hviding provides a detailed discussion of their flex-

ibility and fluidity and of the mutually constitutive relationships between a

group and its terriiory (1 993;1996,136; 2003). The state plays an important role

in transforming customary systems of tenure. For example, in writing about

Ranogga in Solomon Islands, Debra McDougall states,'Although they are not

fully iritegrated into the state legal system, local tenure practices have never-

theiess belen profoundly reshaped through generations of engagement with the

state, and many local people have internalized the assumptions of successive

government aciors about the nature of customary tenure" (2016: 38)', 
-

In the customary systems of tenure, ownership, access' use, and disposal

rights to land interiect, overlap, and influence one another in complex ways

th"at reflect relationships between people. These land tenure systems are ulti-

mately about social reiationships and how they are mapped onto landscapes'

The complexities of customary land tenure systems reflect the complexities of

people's ielationships and responsibilities to one another. It is fundamentally

uuo.rt tigntr and responsibilities to land, as well as to and between individu-

als and !ro,rpr. In writing about Marovo in the western Solomon Islands, for

examplel Uviding describes butubutu as a "diverse set of groups and catego-

ries oipeople relited through some source of 'sameness'and commonality' be it

descent, filiation, or residence" ( 1 996: I 36).

The dynamism and mutability of land groups differ from one place to another'

or at a ceitain period compared to others, depending on internal group dymamics'

as well as responses to outside forces and factors such as population growth or

decline, migrations, and settlements and resettlements. The nature of these groups

is also influ-enced by how society organizes its members around the complex inter-

sections and overlaps among the different rights to land-ownership, access, use,

and disposal-and the responsibilities associated with them. So the terms'tribe"

and'tlarl' are often used ioosely for any group that forms and claims rights to

land. Writing about land tenure systems on Isabel, in Solomon Islands, Colin Allan

alludes that, The definition of tribe is necessarily a loose one" ( 19 57 52).

consequently, to identi$' a tribe and clan as the landowning unit can be mis-

leading, because it does not reflect the flexibility and dynamism of the social

units ihat claim rights to land, the complex relationships between groups, and

how those relationihips influence rights to land. While tribes and clans are often
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identified as landowning units, communities involved in large-scale development
sometimes form and reorganize groups in response to such development and in
order to meet the requirements of the state, especially to identiff and register land
in ways that will meet state definitions of a landowning unit, or to become legible
to the state. As stated above, land groups are relatively fluid, flexible, and accom-
modative. For example, in response to large-scale development projects, commu-
nities in a project site may create smaller land groups, subclans, or extended family
units. This is perhaps done to maximize the group's potential benefits from the
project: a smaller group could ensure greater benefits for each member. However,
it could be that these groups have always existed and rights to land were vested in
these smaller groups, rather than larger units that are referred to as tribes. Maybe
these smaller groups were invoked because they were viewed as the best response
to large-scale development projects and in anticipation of potential benefits.

In customary land tenure systems, access to land is typicaily fluid, depend-
ing on relationships (such as intermarriages, adoptions, and kinship ties), rec-
iprocities, needs and the prospects of building alliances for the future. while a
land group might, at a particular time, have the right of ownership to a piece
ofland, others could have user rights, accessing land to cultivate food, harvest
fruit trees, collect building material, hunt and forage, etc. Eugene ogan (1971)
illustrates this fluidity and accommodative tenure system in his discussion of
Nasioi land tenure in Bougainville, papua New Guinea. Similarly, Allan (1957)
discusses how customary land tenure on Isabel in solomon Islands provided for
the accommodation of people, even those captured in war, thus ensuring that
people were not landless, or at least that they had the right of access and use to
land they might not necessarily own. As Jim Fingleton notes, customary land
tenure systems are dynamic, flexible, and complex, allowing for different kinds
'bf rights and obligations at individual, family, clan and tribal levels" (2004: ix).
Alex Golub (2007 a) discusses how the fluidity of Ipili land groups allowed them
to forge new forms of sociality in response to modern laws and state regulated
land registrations to facilitate the development of the porgera gold mine. The
relative flexibility of land groups in the customary systems provide social safety
nets in ensuring people have access to land for subsistence, even ifthey do not
have ownership rights. There are, in other words, various layers of rights that
allow at least a subsistence livelihood (Fingleton 2005).

The dy'namism of the customary land tenure system is also reflected in the
changing roles of members of the land group. For example, over time, the roles
of women vis-d-vis land have changed, mostly marginal compared to those of
men (Stege et aI.2008; Monson 20ll). Rebecca Monson (2011) discusses the
marginalization of women in villages close to Honiara in Solomon Islands. In
other places, such as the cook Islands, women have become more visible in land
dealings (crocombe 1983). Many Pacific Islanders also live in the diaspora but
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continue to claim rights to land back home. In some places, these absentee land-

owners influence dJcisions about land in the islands, as Crocombe discusses in

the case of the Cook Islands.

But proponents of neoliberal capitalist economic development see these

customary arrangements, or the kastom domain, as disorganized and undis-

ciplined. ihey therefore see the need to organize and discipline these arrange-

ments in ways that make them compatible with the needs of capitalism' which

is often the same as the needs of the state. This is often done through the estab-

lishment of laws and institutions that facilitate geographical and social map-

ping-the identification and registration of land boundaries and landowners

anithe introduction of registration systems, such as the Torrens system, that

make them indefeasible. Here, the needs of capitalist economic development are

mapped onto landscapes and socialscapes.

i-his neoliberal capitalist push for land reform often ignores the important

social role of customary land tenure and that economic development could

occur (and has occurred) on customary land. It therefore provides a socioeco-

nomic safety net, especially in societies where a large percentage of the popu-

lation live in rural areas and are more dependent on land for sustenance' Ward

(2013) and Fingleton (2004,2005) argue that instead of dismissing customary

t.rrrrr. u, u pro-bl.-, practical suggestions should be made on how to adapt

customary tenures to the new demands on land. They also warn of the need to

be cognizant that registration could lead to alienation and therefore produce a

landlJss population.lati (2016) argues that the Torrens system ofland registra-

tion thafcould potentially lead to land alienation in S6moa, especially through

long-term leasehold arrangements.

in Oceania, major capiialist economic development projects started in the

1800s. Central to tiris was a push for the identification of landowners and land

boundaries, which led to the registration of land in some parts of the region.

In some places in Oceania, the changes to land tenure systems have been more

rapid and permanent than in others. Two places where there have been extensive

land regisirations are Hawai'i and Fiji. In Hawai'i, the Great Mdhele of 1845-55

saw thJconversion from customary land tenure systems to registered freehold

titles that could be transferred through fee simple arrangement. This has resulted

in unfavorable outcomes for most native Hawaiians and has made land central

to past and contemporary discussions on politics, culture, and economics in

Hawai'i (chinen 1958; Banner 2005; van Dyke 2008). This has, arguably,led to

the alienation of land and displacement of many indigenous Hawaiians, thereby

creating a landless population (Kame'eleihiwa 1992;Osorio 2002)'

In fqi, the landiurvey and registration took longer, from 1880 to the 1940s.

This led to the codification of land rights and the establishrnent of state insti-

tutions such as the Native Land Trust Board (now called the iTaukei Land
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Trust Board) that assumed the power to manage native land-determine lease
arrangements, rental prices, and how land rents were shared. Here, the mataqali
(extended family unit) was recognized and registered as the landowning entity.
The act of identi$ring, recording, and registering the mataqali as the hnl group
was not a simple process of recognizing a landowning unit that existed tradi-
tionally. Rather, it was also a process of creating landgroups in order to cre-
ate property rights that were necessary for the development of the sugarcane
industry. consequently, it was a process that created neatly organiz"J riJiun
social entities that might not necessarily reflect precolonial riJ.i (nokolekutu
2077;Dwutalo 1985, 1986). Rokolekutu (2017) provides a detailed discussion
of the history and politics that underlie land registration in Fiji and the impacts,
especially on indigenous Fijians. It was an example of the disciplining of devel-
opment space to make land available for sugarcane plantations that were vital
for financing the British colonial administration. consequently, Fiji's develop-
ment space was disciplined through the processes of surveys, the identifica-
tion and registration of mataqali and veitorogi vanua (land, boundaries), and
the establishment of the vola ni kawa bula (the registry of indigenous Fijians).
It wa1 

1 
process of mapping landscapes and socialscapes. Despite the disiiplin-

ing of development spaces and the registration of rand, rand-related issues have
become central to Fiji's politics, both prior to and after independence (France
1969; Kurer 2005; Rokolekutu 2017).

In the other Melanesian countries of papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands,
and vanuatu, land registration has been slower and in some cases was overtly
resisted. This is why customary land makes up a majority of the land area in
these three countries. However, successive governments in these countries,
often with the backing of development partners and the tacit (and sometimes
overt) support of corporate entities, have pushed for land reforms. At the core
of the land reform agenda is land identification and registration, or mecha-
nisms for leasing land (Larmour 1986,2002).This, it is envisaged, would reduce
land-related disputes and make land more accessible to pot.tii.l investors who
were seen as important to economic development. consequently, papua New
Guinea enacted the Land Registration Act (cap. l9l), Solomon Isiands enacted
the customary Land Records Act (cap. r32),andvanuatu has a Land Leases
Act (cap. 163)' In the next section, the paper focuses on Soromon Islands.

The State and Customary Land in Solomon Islands

The issues raised above are reflected in discussions about land and economic
development in solomon Islands. For example, while speaking to a workshop on
land reform in August 2015, the then-Solomon Islands prime Minister Manasseh
Sogavare (2015) referred to land as a "hurdle to development." He states that the
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country is "decades behind in addressing this single most important hurdle to

developmentl'He went on to say that in order for Solomon Islands to compete

in inteinational trade and grow its economy, it must "make land available for

development and whether such a program can be undertaken without the need

to alienate land from our people. That itself is a major achievement if we can find

a solution' (2015,2). Thei. ui. t*o issues that underlie Sogavare's statement. The

first is the view that customary systems of land tenure are incompatible with cap-

italist economic developmettt. Cottt.qo.ntly, when he referred to land as a "hur-

dle to developmentl'he wasrlt talking about land per se. Rather, he was referring

to customary systems of land tenure, of managing ownership,-access, and use of

land, that were viewed as hurdles and therefore needed to be changed. Second, it

*u, i-port*t to establish legal and institutional mechanisms for accessing and

osing customary land for economic development without alienating indigenous

Sololon Islanders, or customary landowners. It raises questions about how this

could be done and about the role of the state in making and imposing regula-

tions on something that exists largely in the kastom domain'

Sogavare's ro.i.*or, Rick Houenipwela, expressed similar sentiments.

In adiressing the provincial Premiers'Meeting in Auki, Malaita Province' in

November 2017, Houenipwela stated, 
d

Availing land for the Government to use continues to be a major set-

back. find disputes have always been the major stumbling block to the

commencement and progress of any infrastructure development in

Solomon Islands' As such, a priority policy for the SIDCCG [Solomon

Islands Democratic Coalition for Change Government] is land reform.

The SIDCC Government is embarking on a land reform policy that

will enable customary Land owners to free up their resources for the

allocation of these projects such roads, bridges, economic growth cen-

tres to name a few

Houenipwela's statement focused specifically on the need to access land for

public purposes, such as infrastructure development, and the need for reforms

inut *o"ta^ free up land, making it accessible to the state for the development

of public infrastructure. This underlines that customary land is inaccessible to

the state and there is often resistance to development, even for building schools,

health centers, roads, etc., that would benefit communities, including landown-

ers. Although the state has the power to compulsorily acquire land for public

purposes (Jminent domain), this power is usually used dispassionately and is

subject to negotiations.

in Solomin Islands, the state has established processes to identify land

groups-tribes or clans-and boundaries. These are provided for through
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three pieces of legislation that give the state the authority to determine, record,
register, and keep the records of landowners and land boundaries: the Land
and Titles Act (Cap. 133), the Customary Land Records Act (Cap. 132), and
the Forest Resources and Timber Utilisation Act (cap. a0). The state therefore
appropriates, frames, and influences kastom and inserts itself into the kastom
domain' To legitimize the process, the state deploys and engages kastom in
the land identification process. For example, chiefs are involved, and kastom
forms of evidence are accepted as proof of claims to land. Here, kastom func-
tions within the state's legal frames. This is what Foukona and Timmer (2016:
119) refer to as strategies that not only illustrate "the state's inroads into peo-
plet lifeworlds but also illuminate that the state expresses itself in the form of a
blending of the law'with two other prominent normative systems in Solomon
Islands: christianity and kastoml'For this paper, the focus is the state's role in
framing the definition and exercise of kastom in land identification processes.

The land identification processes include the following: ( I ) an officer of the
state is authorized by the relevant provisions of the law to administer the land
identification process; (2) he or she identifies a parcel ofland and the purported
landowners, or customary land groups apply to have their land recoided and/
or registered; (3) the state publishes notices and invites competing claimants;
(4) it holds public hearings for the claimants; (5) the officer detirmines the
rightful owners ofthe land; and (6) the land recorder records the outcomes of
the public hearing. There is a provision for an appear by those aggrieved by the
determination of the state official, and this should be done within three months
from the date of the determination and record (Land and ritles Act, part V 66).

There are several issues related to this process. First, the power to determine
the rightful owners of the customary land is vested in the state, as represented
by officials such as the acquisition officer (Land and ritles Act, part vf and land
recorder (customary Land Records Act), or through a hearing process that
includes chiefs or communityleaders,in the case of timber rights heaiings (Forest
Resources and Timber utilisation Act). Therefore, the state not only facilitates
the process of land determination but also assumes the power to deteimine own-
ership of customary land. Second, this is a social and geographical mapping pro-
cess that ultimately creates properties and property owners that could be easily
identified by the state and potential investors. Third, the process alienates land in
a three ways: (l ) alienation of information when customary land groups give up
(or give away) information about land that used to be kept in the kastom Jomain
and controlled by land groups to the state through the recording process; (2)
alienation of use, such as the use or harvesting of trees as provided for bytimber
rights hearings and subsequent agreements; and (3) alienation of titles through
the registration process, giving the state the authority to record and keep titles.
Fourth, the process ofland identification forces people to create gtoupr, -.rg.,
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server relationships, forge new ones, and define and redefine relationships in

ways that they might not have otherwise done. Consequently, the process not

oniy identifies groups but also could create groups as people align and realign or

break into t-uil.t groups in ways that they think would best serve their interests'

Therefore,the state not only identifies land groups that exist but also could create

them. But there is also agency on the part of land groups as they decide which

groups to form, which otr.r to sever relationships with, and which ones to align

ioitn. rn.r. decisions are made based on how they think they could best benefit

from the groups. But land groups'agency can only be exercised within the reg-

ulations eitablished by the state-the state, in other words, frames and regulates

the ways in which land groups exercise agency.

Sucir mutability of land groups, especially in response to large-scale eco-

nomic development, is neither new nor unique to Solomon Islands. Similar

development has been seen elsewhere, especially in neighboring Papua New

Guinea (forgensen 2007; Golub 2007b;Stead 2016). Therefore, the state process

not only loo-i<s for and identifies land groups but also creates them-at least by

influencing how individuals and groups align, form, and reform'

So how-does this disciplining of development spaces manifest on land and

economic development in Guadalcanal? The next section focuses on land ten-

ure systems in Guadalcanal, providing the context for understanding how large-

scale development projects such as Gold Ridge and Tina hydroelectricrty have

affected it or were affected bY it'

Customary Land Tenure Systems on Guadalcanal

Guadalcanal is one of the nine provinces in Solomon Islands. It is the largest

island of the Solomon Islands archipelago, with a land area of 2,060 square

miles (5,302 kmr). It hosts the national capital, Honiara, and a number of cur-

rent and proposed national development projects that are (or could become)

vital to the country's economy. These projects require access and security of

tenure to land. They include Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil Ltd., the Gold Ridge

mine, the proposed TRHDR and the proposed Mamara-Tasivarongo tourism

development. It also hosts cocoa and coconut plantations, other agricultural

development, and numerous logging operations, all of which contribute to the

national economy. These require land and have influenced changes to land ten-

ure systems on the island, especially in the north, northwest, northeast, and cen-

tral parts of the island, wheie most of these development projects are located.

customary land tenure systems have also influenced the nature and dynamics

of these develoPment Projects.
As in the rest of the country, a large percentage (about 9270) of land on

Guadalcanal is customary land. Titles to these lands are vested in groups, which
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are made up of people who claim a common ancestry. The groups are often
referred to as clans or tribes in academic and popular dlscourses. However,
here I use the pijin (Solomon Islands pidgin) term raen, which is derived from
the English word "line" or "lineage" and refers to a group of people who claim
the same line, lineage, or ancestry. This avoids the use of the-terms'tlans" and
'tribes"as though theyare universallyapplicable or describe social organizations
a1d groups everywhere. It is acknowledged, however, that populardir.ourr.,
about land in Solomon Islands tend to use the terms laen, itribesl, 

and,Uans"
interchangeably to refer to land groups. In these discussions, the definitions of
what constitutes a tribe or a clan are ambiguous. The state, however, often writes
tribes and clans into policies and statutes as though they are clearly defined enti-
ties. The state's identification of clans and tribes as landowning entities is often
not an identification ofwhat exists but rather what the state disires or requires
in order for the state (and along with it, capital) to be able to have clearly legible
entities to govern (scott 1998).As discussed above, state processes could poten-
tially create tribes by requiring land groups to take particular forms.

In order to claim a common ancestry or the same laen and therefore belong-
ingness to particular places, stories about origins; migrations; taboo sites; peo
(worship sites); hunuvale/vunuvale/vanuaravu/vulinikomu/luvunu.,r.ru lold
residential sites); and moru/karuba/alisapuru/hatuba (old garden sites) are
important. Paul Tovua, a senior Guadalcanal man and respected elder refers to
'tabu ples, bolo tabu mana golona en sam ples say who na malahai hem usim
.,.. en peo" (taboo places or sites, taboo pig, shell money, and in some places
they ask, who was the warrior who used these ... and the sacrificial altar) (pers.
interview, August 16, 2016). They provide proof of one's membership to a laen
and claim ofbelonging to a place (or places) and therefore rights to land. Stories
are powerful; they map people's relationships to one another and to places, and
they determine their rights to land. But there are usually multiple and com-
peting stories. consequently, those who control, own, or tell the dominant sto-
ries, or could make their stories become dominant, usually become powerful.
People therefore guard their stories about land, unleashing them only when
they need to. This creates social and geographical arenas whire stories are told,
performed, verified, contested, and retold in attempts to claim ownership of
land and the resources on it.

with regards to land, origin stories and those of migration and settlements
are vital. In Guadalcanal, there is no single origin story throughout the island.
However, there are similarities in the various stories about htw the different
laen originated and the way in which lineages are passed down. Except for the
Are'are speakers of Marau Sound on the eastern tip of the island, the rest of
Guadalcanal has an exogamous matrilineal system of descent (l). The number
of laen and the names for the groups and subgroups vary slightly across the
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island. One story says that all laen on Guadalcanal started from two laen that

could be traced to the original female ancestors and what was initially a moi-

ety system of lineage. These two laen were Manukiki and Manukama. Murray

natniut. recounts an origin story that was told to Ian Hogbin by the people of

Tetekanji bush, which states'

Guadalcanal was built out of the sea by two men, and when they had

finished they planted two trees. An eagle laid eggs in one of the_trees

from which came a man and a woman who created the Manukama

line. Simultaneously, leaves from the other tree fell to the ground to

metamorphose into a man and a woman who established the Manukiki

line. Subsequently, Sivotohu, a sky spirit, gave them pigs and all other

living things. (1993: 17 6-77)

This story shows an origin from a moiety to a four-line (or more) unilateral

system of descent. This is not unusual. Anthropologists have observed similar

development elsewhere.

On-Guadalcanal, the word for laen differs in the different languages. In the

Lengo language, it is referred to as a kemA while the sublines are called mamata.

In tte Ndl-Nlgai language of West Guadalcanal, the main line is called a duli,

which translailr to'gio"p" in English. The sublines are called puku (bottom).

They are also called plnau. tn the Malango language, the lines are called lilivu,

whiie in the Tolo, Birao, and Moli languages, they are referred to by various

terms, such as alo, vunguvungu, and puku'

The number of lines utd na-.s differ across the island, although there

are similarities in the nalnes. woodford (1890, 41) lists four lines (Haubata,

Kiki, Lokwili, and Kindipale), while Rivers (1914: 243-44) identifies six kema

(Haubata, Kiki, Lokwili, Kittdipul., Kakau, and Simbo), and Hogbin (1938) lists

four (Haubata, Lokwili, Kindipale, and Kakau). In discussing West Guadalcanal,

Bathgate (L9g3,176) identified seven laen: Manukiki, Kakau, Haubata, Lokwili,

riki,"rlndipale, and Simbo.In his work on Longu Kaoka, Hogbin (1961,4) iden-

tifies..five matrilineal dispersed clans": Hambata, Lasi, Naokama, Thimbo, and

Thonggo. In Tasimboko, th.r. ur. five laen (Nekama, Ghaobata, Lathi, Thimbo,

and T"h-ongo). In the Tolo, Moli, Birao, Poleo, and Malango language areas, there

are two main laen, Qaravu (Manukama) and Manukiki, as well as two smaller

laen, Lasi and Koenihao'
Bathgate attests that "the confusion appears to arise from over-reliance on

informa|ts and, more particularly, on the part of the later separation of the

lineages present from those which are the most dominant and own land'(1993:

172).-Bui this might not necessarily be a result of confusion. Rather, it is because

there are differences across the island (Table l)'
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According to Towa,"iumi lo bigining tu nomo ia. E ruka soba puku ... a
Manukiki mana Manukama . . . den bihaen kam na hem split into four. Fofala ia na
mekem enikaen vunguvungu ' (for us, in the beginning, there were only two. only
two sublines ... Manukiki and Manukama ... then later on it split into iour. Those
four then split into many different lines) (pers. interview, Auguit 16,2016) (2).

The two laen have often been described in the everydaypijin parlance as big
laen (big line) for Manukama and smol laen (sman rine) for Manukiki.It is not
clear when the reference to these lineages as big and small started. It is perhaps
a reference to the names, which literally translate to "big bird" (manukama) and
"small bird" (manukiki). The totems for the two laen are eagle and hawk, respec-
tively. The regular reference to two main laen implies that Guadalcanal has a
moiety system, but it is more complicated and dynamic.

The laen are fundamental to Guadalcanal societies. They regulate relation-
ships such as marriage, adoption, political and economic alriances, and rights to
land. They also connect people from different parts of the isrand. The impor-
tance of these relationships is illustrated by the rule that one cannot marry
within the same laen. To do so is to commit incest: chio, as it is called in the Tolo,
Birao, Moli, Poleo, Gharia, Qeri, and Ndi-eae languages, or sio, as it is called in
the Lengo language. That is one of the most serious offences in Guadalcanal
societies, which in the past was punishable by death, or the offenders would be
cheka or seka (ostracized or exiled) from their lineage, land, home, and com-
munity. Now, pigs would be killed in the place of the offenders, and shell money
would be given to mend relationships.

As stated above, most of Guadalcanal has a matrilineal system of lineage.
Rights to land are therefore inherited through the maternal line. In discussions
about land tenure in matrilineal societies, there is a tendency to portray women
as the owners of land. For example, it is common for people to say oketa woman
na onarn lan (women own land). Such statements often confuse matrilineal

Thnrn r. Lineages in Guadalcanal Languages.

Lengo Ndi-Qae, Nginia,
Gharia, and Qeri

Birao, Tolo,
and Moli

Poleo Malango

Nekama Lakwili Qaravu Lakuili/
Qaravu

Manukama

Thimbo Kakau Manukiki Manukiki/
Kakau

Manukiki

Ghaobata Haubata Koenihao Haubata Koenihao
Lathi Simbo Lasi Lasi

Thongo Kindipale
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with matriarchal. |ust because a society has a matrilineal system of descent does

not necessarily mean that it is a matriarchal society. In other words, a system of

descent and inheritance does not necessarily mean political power or owner-

ship of land. while the two are interrelated and overlap, they are not the same.

Wornen are the means through which rights to land are transferred because they

are mothers to the next generation and hence responsible for the continuity of

the laen. without women, the laen dies. They play an important role as pro-

genitor of the next generation of landowners and hence the lifeline of the laen'

i{owever, the roles ind powers to make decisions about land were traditionally

shared between male and female members of the laen. Although men are often

the spokespeople, women contribute to and may even dictate the agendas and

outcomes of discussions. Weta Ben, a senior Guadalcanal man, states that "sista

en brata tufala holem ikul raets lo lan, eksep taem iu kam lo onasip. Oketa pik-

inini blo sista ia na onasip hem folom oketa" (sisters and brothers hold equal

rights to land, except when it comes to ownership. The ownership follows the

.liildt.n of the sister) (pers. interview, September 28,2016)' He goes on to state

that children of the maternal line cannot discriminate against their paternal

cousins, because they also have the rights to access and use of the land'

However, the nature and dynamics of women's role vis-l-vis land and eco-

nomic development have changed over time. Generally, woman have become

marginalized and disempo*.rid itt discussions about, and therefore control

of, la'nd. This is partly bicause of the role of the state. Monson observes that

state laws have'tperated to the detriment of many landowners, particularly

women'whooftenlacktheformaleducationorcustomaryauthorityrequired
to speak in public arenas" (2011:5). In writing about Kakabona, a periurban

community west of Honiara, Monson discusses how development projects

and state laws could, and have in some instances, marginalize and disempower

women from decision-making processes about the use of land and the ben-

efits accrued from development projects. Stella Kokopu, a nurse and woman

leader from Tiaro on Guadalcanal, states that while titles to land are trans-

ferred through the female line,

in the case of Guadalcanal at the present and past times, decisions have

been made by men. It is true they are members of the tribe, but they

are custodians of land that belongs to women because women are the

owners of land. we should be the decision makers too. Men should

simply convey the decisions we make ' . . they [men] are simply spokes-

men. (pers. interview, November 23,2016)

She continues to state that women should be involved in decisions about

economic development initiatives on Guadalcanal, especially with logging.
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Maetala (2008) made similar observations about the marginalization of women
in matrilineal societies on Guadalcanal, Makira, and Isabel.

In terms of inheritance, one knows one's laen because it is inherited from one's
mother. Furthermore, generally one cannot switch laen-you are born into a
laen and become a lifelong member. For example, one cannot be born Manukiki
and later in life switch to become Manukama. So at that level, the laen is clearly
defined and unchanging. However, in some circumstances, one could be adopted
into a laen, where the adopted child would assume the adopting mother's Len.
In the contemporary era, the traditional system of lineage is often disrupted
when Guadalcanal men marry into patrilineal societies in other parts of the
country. The children from these marriages cannot inherit their father's laen on
Guadalcanal or their mothert laen in the patrilineal societies they come from.
They could however be adopted into their paternal grandfather's laen by present-
ing chupu to the grandfather's line. This gives them access and use righisio land.

An important function of the laen is that membership determines access
to land rights. But the laen as outlined above might not neiessarily be the land
group, or the landowning entity. The land groups are often smaller units, or sub-
groups of the laen. For example, in the Thsimboko area of North Guadalcanal
(Lengo language), while the kema is the larger group, land rights are vested in
smaller groups known.as mamata. Similarly, on west Guadaicanal, the bigger
group or line is the duli or puku, but land rights are vested largely in smaller
entities. Tovua describes these smaller entities as vunguwngu (fruits) that
grows out of the puku (bottom).

As will be demonstrated in the cases of Gold Ridge and the TRHDB rights
to land in central Guadalcanal are also vested in smaller groups or sublines
that have mutated from the main laen. For example, within Manukiki in parts
of Thsimauri, there are smaller groups such as qaresere,lupalupa, and raunikolo
that hold rights to land. These smaller groups emerge as a rezult of migrations,
internal conflicts, someone being cheka/seka for having committed a crime like
chio, etc', where groups find areas of land, clear them, estabrish their peo and
bolo taboo (sacred pig), dedicate ghado/qolo tabu (a sacred shell money) to the
land, and therefore claim rights to it. These groups also mutate in response to
large-scale national economic development projects such as mining and hydro-
power. At this sub-laen level, the groups are dynamic and fluid; they mutate
and are not as rigidly organized as is sometimes implied or as the state wants
them to be. This fluidity, dynamism, and mutability allow them to adapt to
different situations. This is not unique to Guadalcanal, or Solomon Islands.
Anthropologists like Stead (2016), Golub (2007a,2007b),andlorgensen (2007)
have made similar observations in neighboring papua New Guinia.

The next section discusses what happens in the face of large-scale devel-
opment projects, focusing on the experiences of the Gold Ridge mine and the
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proposed TRHDP. It examines the state's role in framing land groups and how

iurrd groop, respond to state and corporate demands' as well as competing and

complementing demands within land groups.

Gold Ridge Mine

The Gold Ridge mine is located in Central Guadalcanal.Itwas the firstlarge-scale

mining operalion in Solomon Islands,but has been closed since 2014' There are,

ho*.u*er,plurrs to reopen it (solomon Islands Broadcasting corporation ISIBC]

News ZOiS). In October 2019, a ceremony was held at the mine site to offi-

cially mark its reopening' The holding company' Gold Ridge Mining-Limited

(GRML), is now lointly-owned by local landowners through the Gold Ridge

community Investment Ltd. (GRCIL) (10%), chinese-owned and Australian-

based property developer AXF Group (l3o/o), and Hong KongJisted wanguo

lnternatlonal tutitrittg QZV"). CLli'Jwi[ in turn contract Chinese state-owned

enterprise, China Railway, at a total cost of US$825 million to operate the mine.

At the time of writing, the only active mining operation in the country was the

bauxite mine in West Rennell in the RenBell Province. But there are numerous

prospecting operations around the country, and alluvial mining in Gold Ridge
^nut 

u tottg-ttisiory that continues today. The proposed operations include the

mining oinickel on Isabel Province and bauxite in Wagina, Choiseul Province'

two land-related lessons could be drawn from the Gold Ridge experience.

First, it illustrates the fluidity ofland groups and how state-sponsored processes

to identify land groups could lead to the proliferation ofland groups and engen-

der intra- and intergroup disputes as grouPs compete for access to theexpected

benefits from mining. This makes the task of land identification difficult and

expensive, both monitarily and socially. Second, it illustrates that this process

can influence how land groups form and mutate'

Interests in mineral i.ront..r in Solomon Islands, especially Guadalcanal'

can be traced to the 1930s, when S. F. Kajewski' a botanist from the University of

Queensland, discovered economically viable quantities of gold on Guadalcanal

(Moore 2013; Nanau 2014). But industrial mining started in the 1990s when the

Australian companyRoss Mining established asubsidiaryknown as Ross Mining

(Solomon Islands)'Ltd., which began operations in 1998' However, it closed

operations in 2000 as a result ofviolent conflicts that began on Guadalcana in

tate tsgs (Evans 2010). During the 22 months that the mine was in active oper-

ation, the total gold production amounted to approximately 210,000 ounces and

contributed 3o percent ofthe countryt gross domestic product (Nanau 2009). In

2010, the mine was sold to Gold Ridge Mining Ltd., a subsidiary of Australian

Solomons Gold, which is in turn a wholly owned subsidiary of Allied Gold Ltd.

In 2012, Allied Gold sold the mine to St. Barbara, another Australian company'
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which operated the mine until 2014, when it closed following flash floods that
devastated parts of Solomon in April that year. In May 2014, st. Barbara trans-
ferred ownership of the mine, via a sale at a nominal amount, to a local land-
owning company, Gold Ridge community Investments Ltd. (GRCIL).In early
2018, the Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification (MMERE) report-
edly told the Solomon Islands National parliament that the mine was expected
to resume operations by the end of 2018 or early 2019 (SIBC News 20lg). As
stated above, at the time of writing, GRCIL had partnered with A)(F Group and
Wanguo International Mining to reopen the mine.

Under the current arrangements, as provided for by the Mines and Minerals
Act' the state facilitates land identification, recording, and registration pro-
cesses. This process of social and geographical mapping is also supposed to
be regulated by the state. However, prospective investors often approach land
groups prior to being authorizedby the director of mines, as required by the
law. This means that they could potentially influence the process, sometimes
causing conflicts between and within land groups and between land groups
and the state. This is because mining negotiations take place even before proper
land group and land boundary identifications take place. The new National
Minerals Policy, as proposed by the MMERE, recognizes this. It states that

The current practice of companies leading the landowner identifica-
tion process has raised a number of significant problems. Allegations
of companies paylng inducements to landowners and 

,therry picking',
landowners sympathetic to their cause are an issue. Likewise, iegistra-
tion of land at the prospecting phase has often been premature liading
to false hopes but, more significantly, interfering in the ability of land-
owners to make informed decision about potential mining activities.
(Solomon Islands Government [SIG] 2016,26)

Following the land identification, the land is leased by the government,
through the commissioner of Lands, and then subleased to the investor. The
perpetual estate (PE) title remains with the customary land groups.

The Gold Ridge Mine Agreement was signed by the company, the SIG, and
16 land groups' referred to in the agreement as tribes. These land groups are
(l) Rausere, (2) Charana, (3) Kaokao, (4) Roha, (5) Sutahuri, (6) Vatuviti, (7)
Halisia, (8) soroboilo, (9) chacha, (10) Sabaha, (r l) Salasivo, (12) chavuchavu,
(13) Kaipalipali' (14) Koenihao, (r5) Lasi, and (16) Sarahi (GRML and GRCLA
1996: 14-15). They all belong to only four laen: Manukiki and Manukama/
Qaraw, which are the two main laen or lilivu (in the Malango ranguage), and
Lasi and Koenihao, the two smaller laen or rilivu (Figs. t aiazl.Howener, in
the land identification, negotiation, and signing of the agreement, Manukiki
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and Manukama/Qaravu were not identified as the landowning units. Instead,

sub-laen were identified as the land groups. As illustrated in Figures I and 2,

many subJaen are related to one another through a common lineage' But when

it comes to dealing with large-scale development projects such as mining, they

choose to identify as separate land groups'

The mining lease has been bought and sold by three Australian companies

since the late ig9Os. But the landowning grouPs have remained the same since

they were identified and registered. The agreement between them and the

investor (the company) simply transfers from one investor to the other. In a

way, the identificaiion and registration of land groups have turned them into a

commodity that could be bought and sold by investors. This is what I referred

to above as the commodification of land groups'

Gold Ridge consists of different land parcels. To illustrate the dynamics of

the land identification process and its impact,I look at two of these land parcels:

Koku and Bubulake. The Koku land parcel in Gold Ridge was initially regis-

tered under three land groups that belong to the Manukama laen: (1) Sabaha,

(2) Sarahi, and (3) Salaiivo. However, by |uly 1995-prior to operation of the

mine-the Sabaha land group decided to break away from the other two. The

minutes of a meeting by Sabaha representatives held on luly 25,1995, states,"It

was discussed and agreed that Sabaha Tribe to isolate themselves from the above

two tribesl'The reasons were that (1) they were never included as signatories

to bank accounts, (2) they never received royalty payments, and (3) they were

representedbyanon-sabahaindividual (sIG 1995).In addition'the appropria-

tion and use of the term "tribe" identified the group as separate from the others,

although all of them belong to Manukama"'Tribe" is the term the state uses to

refer tJ the landowning groups. Sabahds identification as a separate tribe was

Manukama/Qaravu

ChavuchaluSarahiSabaha SalasivoKaipalipaliChacha

Frcunn r. Manukama Land GrouPs.

Manukiki

SutahuriSoroboilo HalisiaRohaCharana KaokaoVatuvitiRausere

Frcunn z. Manukiki Land GrouPs.
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both a reaction to what had happened and an attempt to gain recognition from
the state by adopting and deploying the state's language oi social ijentification.
The reasons for the separation were the distribution of royalty payments and
representation, which illustrate the role of capital in self-identifiiation of land
groups. Large-scale development projects and the injection ofcapital contribute
to the making of tribes, or at least influence social identifications.

The Bubulake land parcel was identified as a potential site for the relocation
of those displaced from the mining area. The lani identfication process started
in December 1991, following mining interests by Arimco NL (now Australian

fes9ur99s 
and Mining co. NL) and cyprus Gold Austraria corp. rnMarch 1997,

the Kolobisi tribe was registered as the landowning group and represented by
five trustees: Solomon Tiva, Primo Lungu, Samson ManekaJohn Bosaponoa, and
Primo Amusaea. In a note (undated), the land acquisition officer states,',During
the course of the meeting Mr. Solomon Tiva presented to me the Local court deci-
sions over Bubulake Land and upon receiving them I was satisfied that Bubulake
Land must belong to solomon Tiva and group." However, John Tueke (Soroboilo
tribe) and chief Tango (chacha tribe) challenged Kolobisi's claim of ownership
and the land acquisition officer's decision during public hearings on November
18 and 30,1994. so they appealed to the magistrates court, whlch heard the case
and handed down its decision on May g,lgg6,ruling to uphold the land acqui-
sition officert decision that the Kolobisi tribe was the righiful land group (Land
Appeal case No. 1/95). This illustrates the power that siate officialJhave in not
only facilitating land determination processes but also determining land groups.

There were also divisions within the Kolobisi tribe. For exariple, Tiva, one
of the trustees, wrote a letter to Amusaea, another trustee -a-Lar, trying to
exclude him as a trustee and therefore access to the benefits from hnd rental
and other payments. Tiva wrote, "Due to the fact that you belong to another
tribe. as-op_posed to my tribe I hereby suspend the agreement to share rights
over Bubulake land" (letter dated July 26,1996). The letter was copied to the
MMERE, and the project coordinator subsequently interjected, stating that the
"exclusion of any member of the above trustees would only take placi if a for-
mal letter sign by the four (4) trustees informing this office of the changes in
trustee we then can change our records. otherwise this should have been sorted
out in the first place during the public hearing, that is if primo Amusae was of
a different tribe, and not to be included in the trustee" (letter dated August 19,
1996). Amusaea defended his right to be a trustee for the landowners, p-ointing
to the state process as legitimizing his claims:

To my understanding I have a right on the share in the proposed tair-
ing site' If you still insist in position to put me out, I aisure you that
the Bubulake land will face some problems. I understand that we have
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already held discussions at Pitukoli village during the first hearing

held by the Land Acquisition officer, Mr Mason Nesa dated 05112196

and we have made an understanding before we elected the trustees of

Bubulake land' (letter dated August 14,1996)

These cases illustrate three things. The first is the role of the state in deter-

mining and legitimating landowners through its processes, officers, laws, and

instituiions. Solhe state plays an important role in determining landowners and

tribes. Second, the fluidity of the land grouPs is illustrated by the continuing

changes of the groupr, *ith memberships being negotiated even during and

afterihe land identification process. However' after land has been registered and

is within the purview of the state, that fluidity ceases. Consequently, those who

challenge the determination after it has been completed have no legal recourse'

Some h"ave therefore opted for illegal means of challenging the outcomes' This

has often resulted in conflicts thaihave sometimes resulted in violence' Third,

the registration of land groups has turned them into clearly defined commod-

ities tilat could be sold by one investor to another. Hence, commodification

occurs of not only land but land groups as well'

ProposedTRHDP

The TRHDP is a proposed hydropower project in central Guadalcanal that is in

the developmeniphur.. There ari three lessons to learn from the TRHDP. Like

Gold Ridge, it illustrates the dynamic nature of land groups and h9w the pro-

cess oflaid identification is not only a process of identifying land groups but

also a process that forces land groups to form and mutate to meet the require-

ments of the state. Second, it shows agency on the part of land groups, especially

how they purposefully mutate in the hope of maximizing benefits from the

state and inveslors. Third, it illustrates the power of the state in influencing how

land groups form and in its ability to exclude through compulsoryacquisition.

The TRHDP is a multidonor collaborative effort involving the world Bank

as the lead agency supporting the project preparation, the International Finance

Corporation as transaction adviser to the SIG, and several agencies support-

ing preparation: the Pacific Region Infrastructure Facility, the Arrstralian

co'vernment, and the European Investment Bank. These agencies, along with

the Asian Development nank and the Government of New zealand, are con-

sidering continued support through provision of funding for various activities

duringihe implementation phase. The TRHDP will consist of two components:

(1) a hydropower facility with an installed capacrty of 20 MW-to be developed

urrd op.tut.d by an independent power producer under a thirty-three-year

concession that would seli power to the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority
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(SIEA)-now trading as solomon power-under a long-term power purchase
agreement, and (2) technical assistance to the SIG to monitor and support
project implementation. The project was coordinated by the MMERE and the
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey (MLHS).

_central to this project is land. Land for the core area of the project was com-
pulsorily acquired, using the powers vested in the government as provided for by
Part V Division 2, of the Land and Titles Act. This gives the minister responsible
for lands the power to compulsorily acquire land for public purpose and outlines
the process for doing it. According to this procesr, atry p.rron with an interest
in the land had the right to challenge the minister's declaration on the basis that
the purpose for which the land was acquired was not a public purpose. There
is also provision for compensation coordinated by the pirmanent iecretary to
the MLHS. These processes could happen concurrently with the land identifica-
tion and registration. The process for the compulsory acquisition of the TRHDP
started in August 2014. Aletter noti$'ing the land groups about the compulsory
acquisition stated that "The acquisition provides the commissioner oi Lands
with the rights to use and occupy the land on behalf of the Government. It
removes customary rights of ownership or usage on the land and changes those
right into the right to receive payment for their valuel'It went on to infoim them,
"should you wish to make a claim for the value of any customary interest you
may have in the land this must be done in writing to my office on or befori 2l
November 2014" (letter from the commissiorier of Lands, october 2,2014).

As part of this process, the SlG-through the MMERE and the MLHS_
signed a process agreement with the core land groups. under this agreement,
it acknowledged ownership, consent to acquisition of core land, conJideration,
valuation of guarantee, and revenue sharing. The completion of the process of
compulsory acquisition of the core land was contingent to prior informed con-
sent of land groups (Commissioner of Lands, October 2,2014).

when the land identification process started in 200g, twenty-seven groups
(3) claimed to be landowners or were listed by the state as landowners of the
project area. According to Tovua, who is also a Tina landowner and member
of the Garo Buhu group, many of the groups split into smaller groups because
"they dont want to be left out if you have the bigger [group] ... iu lukim sarahi
and Salasivo, wan nomo ia ... ivin if iu lukim Kochiabolo en Bulahe, wan
nomo oketa ia" (you see, Sarahi and Salasivo, they are one ... even ifyou see
Kochiabolo and Bulahe, they are one) (pers. intervieqAugust 16,2016). bespite
this, the state legitimized them as land groups by giving them goodwill pay-
ments. In 201I, the SIG, through the Tina Hydropower Development project
office, paid each of the twenty-seven groups sI$100,000 (us$it,goo), which
totaled sI$2.7 million (us9320,226). This payment was for the access agree-
ment, which gave the project office access for 18 months to carry out social and
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environment impact assessments and other studies to determine the viability of

the project. The then-minister of mines explained it as a'goodwill paymenti'

which'tonflrms and implements NCRAs [the National Coalition for Reform

and Advancement government] policy to ensure maximum benefits accrue

from the sustainable management of natural resources" (TRHDP 2017).

The land identification process was done by chiefs through the Bahomea

House of chiefs and supported by the government and project office. The

Bahomea Land Identification Committee was subsequently established and

worked with the Bahomea House of Chiefs and the MLHS to identify land

groups, especially in the core lands. The land identification process resulted in

iour trlbes being identified as core land tribes' which included the amalgama-

tion of many of-the twenty-seven grouPs that initially claimed ownership' The

four core land tribes were Roha (Manukiki), Garo Buhu (Manukiki), Kochiabolo

(Manukama), and vuraligi (Manukama) (SIG process agreement, )uly 17 ,2014).

,a., p-t of the agreement, the SIG agreed to pay each tribe a minimum value of

SI$12,000 (US$1,423) per hectare for their acquired land. The agreement states,

"This is a minimum payment and will not affect the Core Land Tribe's entitle-

ment to the full amount of any compensation awarded under the Lands and

Titles Actl'During the signing, the sIG paid, "each core Land Tribe a consent

fee of SI$75,000 [aS$8,S95] and each signatory (up to a maximum of 7 for each

tribe, of which at least two will be women) a signing fee of SI$5,000 [US$593]:'

The two smaller groups at the margins of this agreement that land in the area,

but not within thi core area, were Lasi (Uluna Sutahuri) and Kaokao.

one of the main issues of contention in TRHDP was the value of compen-

sation for the core land that was compulsorily acquired. The commissioner of

lands carried out the negotiations with land groups, using the process provided

for by the Land and Tiiles Act. The value of compensation determingd by a

SlG-selected land valuer was set at SI$22 million (US$2.6 million)' The gov-

ernment offered to pay sI$70 million (us$s.3 million). The total amount of

compensation offered by the commissioner of lands to two of the two core land

grorrp, was 5I$37,564 (us$4,553) per hectare for Kochiabolo and sI$40,780

(USS+,ZSS) per hectare for Garo Buhu. This exceeded the minimum compen-

sation rate agreed to by the land groups in the process agreement. The compen-

sation offered to the two land groups has been transferred to a trust account to

be paid to their cooperative societies once established (SIG 2017)'

However, some members in the Garo Buhu and Kochiabolo land groups dis-

agreed with the value of compensation awarded, stating that the two land valuers

tfrey had contracted put the value of the land at SI$205 million (US$2a-3 mil-

lion). The land groups claimed that theywere willing to settle for SI$-145 million

(US$ 17.1 million). As a result of the disagreements over the value of compensa-

iion, the chairman of the Kochiabolo land group, George Vari, threatened that
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his land group will ' pull out of the project" (Namosuaia 2015). Tovua also said
that his land group, Garo Buhu, refused to sign, because the members think the
compensation was insufficient (pers. interview August 16, 2016).By 20l6,two
of the land groups had accepted the compensation offered to them ty the SIG:
Roha received 5I$6.9 million (US$819,340), while Uluna Sutahuri accepted
sI$I.2 million (us$142,320). uluna sutahuri was not a core land tribe. At the
time of writing, negotiations were continuing with the remaining land groups.
In september 20l9,Garo Buhu had received harf of the paymeni that was due
to them, while Kochiabolo received the full amount.

The other substantial issue in the TRHDP is the mechanism for benefit shar-
ing' The TRHDP was established on the principle of build-own-operate-trans-
fer' consequently, it is jointly built, owned, and operated by an investor or
developer, the SIG, and land groups, with the objective of eventually returning it
to the SIG and land groups. This is reflected in tir" urr.ng.-ents on land, as well
as the proposed equity share in the project. In terms ofhnd, after compulsory
acquisition, the commissioner of lands holds the pE title on behalf of the sIG.

The commissioner of lands will eventuallytransfer the pE title to a core com-
pany' which will be owned jointly by the SIG (50%) and the landowners coop-
erative (50o/o). The core company will lease the land to the project company,
which will be responsible for operating the hydropower dam plant. The proj-
ect company will be owned jointly by the investor or developir (51%o), which
will be responsible for the design and construction work and ?or managing the
repayment of the loan,_and the core company (agzo) (SIG 2otz). Aftir tiirty
years, the developer will relinquish its 5l% share to the core company. The SIG
and landowners will therefore become the sole owners of the plant, which will
sell wholesale electricity to the SIEA.

when this paper was written, work on the project was continuing with com-
mitment from the SIG and development partners. In June 20l7,ior example,
under a three-year Solomon Islands-Australia Aid partnership, the Australian
government announced that it had committed AU$ 17 million (US$ I 1.6 million)
for the TRHDP (solomon star,lune 30,20r7).In September 2019, the world
Bank reported that a series of agreements had been signed to move forward with
the TRHDP. The commercial agreements were signeJ in Sydney and

included the onJendingAgreement between Tina River Hydropowerproj-
ect company and [the] solomon Islands Ministry of Finance & Theasury,
as well as agreements related to the funding support from the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), who yesterday confumed a cornmitment
of uS$30m to the project. The ADB now joins the Abu Dhabi Fund for
Development (ADFD),the Australian Government (DFAT), Green climate
Fund and the Korea-EX-IM Economic Development cooperation Fund, all
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of whom, alongside world Bank Group, have all committed to supporting

this key nation-uuitdlng prqect in Solomon Islands (world Bank 2019).

Despite these commitments, land continues to be an issue of contention,

especiaily disagreements on the value of compensation for the land that was

compulsorily acquired.

Conclusions

This paper highlights how land registration and economic development proj-

..t, irfirr.r.J hid groups on Guadalcanal in Solomon Islands. It also high-

lights broader issues tlhat are relevant to land-based economic development and

land irrue, in the Pacific Islands and other places where a large percentage of

land is regulated by customary systems of tenure. It discusses how land registra-

tion, by iientifying and codifying land boundaries and land groups' disciplines

landscapes and socialscaPes.

using two case studies on Guadalcanal in solomon Islands, the paper demon-

strates liow customary land registration has transformed land groups from fluid

and dynamic entities to stand-ardized and static groups. Terms such as "tribes"

and.tians" are deployed, not necessarily to describe what exists but to define

social entities and facilitate standardization and the recording of land groups

and land boundaries. This is necessary to make land groups and landscapes leg-

ible to the state and development partners and to create property rights' which

are fundamental to capitalist economic development. The creation of property

,ight, reqoir"s the identification, appropriation, and commodification of both

Uia anaiana groups so that they can be bought' sold, and transferred from one

investor to unoith"t thit could privilege ownership rights and undermine, if not

erase, land group members'acclss and use rights to land. It could subsequently

create landiessness, which could in turn engender conflicts. Furthermore, the

process of land registration produces disputes as groups and individuals fight

over ownership rights because of what they perceive as the potential economic

benefits at stale. 
-Such 

disputes could in turn undermine economic develop-

ment projects. This is illustrated in the two case studies discussed in this paper'

The paper also shows that land groups have agency in these interactions-they

are not just passive victims. The two case studies illustrate how land groups form

and reformln attempts to maximize benefit from the development projects. The

degree of their .rr..i$ varies across time and place. Furthermore' not all mem-

beis of land groups are affected by and benefit from economic development proj-

ects or have agency in the same way. women and youths, for example, continue

to be in the m-argins of decision-making about land and economic development,

although they aie often affected the most. More importantly, the paper shows
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that land groups'agency is exercised within the limits established by the state. As

demonstrated in the case of Solomon Islands, state laws regulate how land groups

are defined and identified and the processes through which theyprove ownership

or belonging to particular landscapes. Land groups could refuse to participate in
that process. However, as the case of the TRHDP on Guadalcanal demonstrates,

the state possesses the power of compulsory acquisition in the name of a com-
mon good. This will ultimately force land groups to participate.

The role of the state as the discipliner of geographical and social spaces is

vital, demonstrating that the state is not (and has never been) an independent
arbiter of development, working with customary land groups and investors.

Rather, it actively facilitates capitalist economic development with and on behalf
of investors and development partners. In order to do this, the state appropri-
ates kastom by incorporating the language of kastom and appearing to include
customary structures and systems in its processes. Consequently, the land iden-
tification process, although facilitated and controlled by the state, appropriates

kastom to legitimize it. Words such as'thiefsi"'tribesi'and'tlansl' are deployed

as though they describe something that exists. In reality, they create social enti-
ties, rather than being used to describe what exists in society.

Land groups in Solomon Islands in particular, and Melanesian more gener-

ally, will continue to be dynamic and fluid. Governments are pushing for land
registration, because it is seen as necessary in order to access land for economic
development. But the process could also lead to exclusions, marginalization, and

creation of landlessness and poverty. Land issues will continue to be important
in Solomon Islands, as well as other Pacific Island countries.
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NOTES

l. ManyAre'are speakers of Marau Sound are the descendants of people who migrated from
Ardare on Malaita hundreds ofyears ago. They have a patrilineal system oflineage.

2. The word t)ungut)ungu maybe translated into the English word ' fruits" or into "bunches

of fruitsl'This could mean that the smaller groups, some of which became land groups, were

actually the fruits ofthe puku.

3. The twenty-seven tribes or land groups initially identified were Kochiabolo, Koenihao,
Uluna, Bulahe, Chavuchaw, SudunganaiVatubina, Garo Buhu, Soto, Lango, Charana, Sarahi,
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Kaokao, Gaegae, Sunakomu, Salasivo, Halisia, Rausere, Kaipalipali, Sabaha, Barahau, Sorobo-
ilo, Kohana, Sutahuri,Vuralingi, Chacha, Riva, and Roha.
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Fntrnosgrp rs AN oDD KIND oF RELATroNsHrp AM.NG ENrwrrex/uJELANG
people in the Republic of the Marshall Islands. It sits juxtaposed between kin-
ship and otherness, categories that are themselves continuously generated and
regenerated through ongoing practice. The diversified universi of everyday
life is constituted by a wide array of kin relationships, and those relations with
both living and noncorporeal significant persona are engendered and ren-
dered viable in the discourses, exchanges, and face-to-facJ manner in which
people-both living and "dead"-treat one another in day-to-day life. It would
be misguided to think of them as labels for statuses that people move through
during their lives, as the wide variety of kin relations dependtn practical reaii-
zation to bring them into being and maintain them as viable ways of discussing
those interpersonal relationships. Beyond the edge of these evlryday face-to-
face relationships lies an undifferentiated group olpeople known as iuwamAe-
7ed outsiders or others, and this group is marked by their lack of interrelational
qualities other than, perhaps, basic shared humanness. In the earliest contacts
with these others, in 1529 and a few times subsequently on Enewetak, during
times that preceded the era of substantive colonial interaction (Hezel l9g3),
local people say they were not even certain about the shared humanness of
those odd European explorers. Friendship occupies the liminal space between
ruwamdejet and face-to-face relationships labeled by the substaniial variety of
kin terms. It moves an ambivalent relationship into tle kinship domain, relying
on the same referential devices used with kin terms yet mainiaining a sense of
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potentiality and deniability that does not hgld for other kin term-designated

relationships. Kinship always specifies and elaborates on "within" relations, par-

ticularly on Ul.lutrg-und Enewetak, the two atolls discussed in greatest depth

in this article.-By contrast,jera- relationships always begin as,between relation-

ships but deploy the discursive potencies of kin-designated categories in the

hope that friends will act and beiome like kin. The contours of this ambivalent

relationship form the core of this article'

It is quiie clear that for Marshall Islanders, jera- relationships, that is, "friend

of-" relations, have no meaning except as a part of the universe of kinship rela-

tionships even if their position has an ambiguitythat does not typirymost other

close interpersonal reiationships. )ackobson notes that kinship and friendship

are similarly interrelated in Mbale, uganda (1986).r Indeed, while Ferdinand

T<innies (f SSS) is best known for the contrast between the ideal types, gemein-

schaft aJd gesellschaft,classically "community based' and "society based" social

forms, he filly understood that, in practice, the two were interrelated yet were at

least theoretically differentiable. F;r Tonnies, historical changes in the types of

sentimental attachments among consociates-in essence, the nature of friend-

ships-formed one key distinction between the way people acted in-commu-

nity-based societies and in urban, capitalist types of societies. The shift from

sentimentally saturated kinship and friendship relations to emotionally hollow'

formal relationships in capitalist societies was a central concern of Tdinnes,

however much hii dualistic schema overdetermined the contrast in order to

construct distinct types. Indeed, an entire session at the Association for Social

Anthropology in oceania attempted to provide a far more nuanced account of

the way thai'such sentiments, embedded in relations frequently translated as

"friendshipi'have been refashioned in colonial and postcolonial contexts within

Pacific societies'2

Historians have looked extensively at the relationship between friendship

and empire, and those working in Pacific history have noted the.way that the

discourse of civic friendship comes to be an integral part of the colonizing mis-

sion. In Intimate Strangers, for example, Vanessa Smith argues that friendship

relations like taio (the category presumed to mean "friendshiy'' by the earli-

est visitors to Tahiti) becorne a'tomplex compound of economics and affect"

(Smith 2010,20),categories that, for Europeans, were part of the'tenturies-old

collision between material self-interest and intimate recognition' (Simoonds

[encapsulating Smith] 2013,370).At times, this contradiction operated dialec-

iicatly, whereals, in other cases, it reflected the shifting stances of the European

interiocutors who were lending significance to local interactions. The latter

circumstance, argues Smith, typified the varied interpretations of friendship

placed on the inLractions between the Marquesans and Crook' a missionary'
'*d 

Roburtr, a deserter from the New Euphrates, a whaler who passed through
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the southern Marquesas in 1798. while both men become adequately embed-
ded in relationships with local Marquesans to experience taio-like relation-
ships, each, for quite distinct reasons, ultimately retreats from the entailments
of Marquesan "friendships" to the comfort of European ones because of the
acategorical characteristics of the Marquesan relationships (Smith 20lu 263-
8l). Mixing exchange and sentimentality, smith argues, forced these men to
bridge categorizations between the savage and the civilized in ways that caused
them discomfort (264), ultimately leading them to retreat to the comforts of
the familiar.

American cultural studies theorist Ivy Schweitzer (2006) argues that
Aristotleb distinctions, in which "natural slavery" was viewed as the inverse of
perfect friendship, formed the underlying rationale for imperialist endeavors as
many"medieval and early modern apologists for colonialiim applied Aristotle's
theoryto . . . indigenous peoples . . . to justify social hierarchy, wars of conquest,
and religious conversion by force" (16). while she analyzes these processes
through perspectives presented in various Europeans'inscribed texts about
indigenous peoples of the Americas, analogous rationalizations were used in the
Pacific. Nevertheless, as Alecia Simoonds (2013) demonstrates using sequential
editions of Turnbull's voyages (1805 and lgl3), the European gur.-ir far from
monolithic. In Turnbull's case, he first presents friendship as "an impossible
model of exchange thwarted by native incorrigibility'' (3i0),a view in which
Tahitian's'performance of hospitality exposed [the] epistemological collision
between the supposed altruism of friendship and the r.if-ittt.t.rt-of commerce"
(377).I/y'hen the first edition of voyages proved to be a market disaster in the
metropole, a mere trader's account in which, asthe critical Review claimed, the
"voyage's tommercial objectivd gave Turnbull all the'incitements of individual
avarice"' (380), Tirrnbull reinvented his view of friendship with the Tahitians,
and in the 1813 edition he replaced the Adam Smith-grounded view with a
"natural law conception of friendship as commercial imperialism in its ideal,
morally-virtuous forrn' (370). The lgl3 edition of voyages reimagines,.impe-
rial commerce... as a form of [cross-cultural] friendship;1:at; an-d, simoonds
argues, the fact that the l8l3 edition "won instant applause demonstrates the
necessity of sentimental culture to British expansion in the pacific. . . . Friendship
[was critical] in securing the virtue of an imperial project in a region where
traders were charged with corruption'(385).

Terrell (2015) deals with Pacific friendship from one anthropological per-
spective, though his is a largely archaeological project and has, as its target, a
critique ofthe evolutionary biological or sociobiological views oftheorists like
E. o. wilson and steven Pinker. Terrell contends that there is good evidence
that, as inherently social beings, humans are not at their core violent but rather
have, throughout long evolutionary history, developed a "talent" for friendship.
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while he grounds a substantial part of his argument in research that he and Rob

Welsch co'nducted in the Pacific, more specifically, around Aitape, New Guinea,

Terrell never really defines for us the specific cultural contours of friendship'

that is, what is unique about friendship on Tumleo or other areas where he

has worked. Indeed, Terrell provides some evidence that these friendships

were multigenerational, inherited relationships (39-40), reminiscent of Kula

exchangin;partners. The exchange of clay, pots, and other valuables was part of

these fr-ienldships. While the exchange dimension of these relationships is cer-

tainly widespread in the Pacific, as has already been seen, it lends a contour to

the relationships that makes them very different from the"self-in-other"type of

friendship idealized by Aristotle. For Terrell, these regional or cultural param-

eters areiargely irrelevant, much less what might distinguish Tumleo friend-

ship from frlendship among other groups along the northern coast of Papua

New Guinea. The coevolved ability to read friendly intention among dogs and

humans, for Terrell, points to this generically evolved social talent (105), a phe-

nomenon of interest in thinking about the shared propensities of all humans'

At the same time, if even these generic friend-like qualities are extremely hard

to read out ofthe physical and material records of our ancient pasts, they reveal

nothing substantial about the nuanced cultural shapes, much less theperforma-

tive coitours, of the many practices that are considered to be friendship-like by

specific groups ofPacific Islanders.As Beer (2001,5806) notes (also in Beer and

Curan.iZOtS), these practices are highly variable from society to society, and

these are the practices deserving of further in-depth inquiry' of equal inter-

est may be societies of ample complexity to harbor multiple' contested views

of personhood and friendship, soiial settings that only complicate the idea

thi friendship is immediately recognizable, always grounded in senliment, or

always manifest in egalitarian relationships (Desai and Killick 2010: 9-13).

Certainly, cultural anthropologists have worked toward digging deeper into

the way that friendship-like relationships operate among local people. One of

the most thought-provoking analyses, by |ames carrier (in Bell and coleman

1999), posits tlhat ?riendshrp, in the Euro-American mode, brings with it an

*utyti. perspective that requires autonomous individuals. Recognizing that

irrtarshallese p.trot u (and likely the persona taken to be the norm in many

other pacific persons) are highiy interrelational (Carucci 2004,2008; Graeber

and Sahlins ZbV1, it is hardly surprising that the imagination of the self, pro-

jected onto/into an other in the idealized friendship of Aristotle, would seem

iik nonr.rrre to Marshallese. What person would be so selfish and insensi-

tive as to think that they could exist other than as a contiguous piece ofthose

around them? Marshallese act and reflect on those actions as dyads, triads, and

larger groups. To claim an action or thing simply as onet own is offensive.3

)eri- re-lationships, so-called friendships in this scenario, are reserved for those
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who have crossed into being out ofthe realm ofnonrelationship, not for those
who might epitomize an ideal friend. Hence, a dilemma still exists for Terrell,
for whom friendship is everywhere fashioned of the same type of thread, if not
a piece of comparable fabric.

Like Bell and coleman (1999),Amit Desai and Evan Killick (2010) have also
provided an overview of friendshipJike engagements among eight very differ-
ent societies and among groups from rural to urban.while nott. of the chapters
deal with Pacific friendships, certain lessons, nevertheless, may be learned irom
the Desai and Killick collection. Michene obeid (2010), for example, dealing
with relationships in the Lebanese town of Arsal, notes the way in which local
residents think offriendship and kinship as a "single form of social relationship,
(93). Indeed, such is the case for Marshall Islanders even though jer6- relation-
ships form one edge of the set of kinship, alliance, adoptionJke relationships
that exist in that locale. A much broader point is made ty coleman in the epi-
logue to_ The ways of Friendship, a warning not to relegate friendship as 

,,the

informal negative to kinship's formal positive" (coleman 2010, r99).ihi, t.rr-
dency only perpetuates British functionalist biases regarding the primacy of
kinship in so-called primitive societies. David schneiJer enJo.rrag.d hi, ,to-
dents to place all sorts of interpersonal relationships on the same pl-ane and not
to privilege kinship-particularly the biogenetically grounded assumptions of
Euro-American kinship-over a broad array of conceptually compatible human
relationships. once biogenetic bias has been winnowed out of ihe anthropo-
logical record of Marshallese kinship, the compatibilities between kinship and
friendship are apparent. In Janet carstent (zboo) terms, relatedness, ul*uy,
given a specifically local articulation, can allow us to escape the constraints of
the contrast between culture and biorogy. Returning to ob.id, she, too, notes
that the elaboration of friendship-like ties u-ong h.t Lebanese consultants
emerged under a regimen of shifting population characteristics in Arsal, with
the community moving from a herding lifesryle to a much more diverse set
of 'bccupations and livelihoods" as the population increased. In other words,
as is true for Enewetak/ujelang people, cosmopolitan and globalizing forces
have caused the communityto'thange their attitude toward tie nature Jf social
life' (obeid 2070,96),and friendshiplike relations have flourished under these
altered social conditions. As Gillian Evans notes in her study of boys in the
working-class neighborhoods of Bermondsey (southeast London), friendships
are as much about exploring the potentialities of a relationship as they are about
defining the identity characteristics of boys themselves (Evans, in Desai and
Killick 2010, chap. 8). certainly, such is the case for members of the Enewetak/
ujelang community in the contemporary era.In exploring the territory opened
up by a plethora of new acquaintances, the risks involvei in establishing jera-
relationships represent an investment in potentialities, in uncertain futures, and
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in expanding the universe of relationships that were far less available during

more than a century of colonial control.

As Vanessa Smittr (ZOfO) notes after surveying the historical landscape

of friendships in the Pacific, "affective engagement is crucial to observation

from withinl'At the same time, she notes that a "friendly methodoloSyi' such

as that deployed by Malinowski, was part of a "new science trying to autho-

rize itself . . . itrroogtt a mixture of friendship and its disavowall'Far more in a

pacific mode thanihe inscriptions of crook or Turnbull, smith premises her

book on the assumption that "professions of friendship disguise their opposite,

that friendship is aiways calcuiating on other goals" (293)' Certainly,jera- rela-

tionships *ong Marshall Islanders are of this order, finding no contradiction

between calculaiion and friendship in its perfect form.' For Marshallese,"if the

friend is'another self"' (Schweitzei 2006, 14), that other is loved not out of self-

love but rather out of relational differences that position one's alter-self in a set

of social circumstances different from those occupied by the person. Extensions

ofperson and ofthe full array of available social interrelationships lie at the core

of jera- relationships. How better to make the transnational local?

The Inscribed Landscape of fer6- Relationships among Marshall Islanders

A review of the literature on the Marshall Islands reveals little about relation-

ships translated as "friendshipl' certainly, the term appears in dictionaries

iirajt attempt to provide reasoned translations of terms used in everyday life

in spoken ivlarshallese. Mentions of friendship also appear occasionally in the

anthropological literature, though in-depth accounts of jer6- relationships'

i"rgfrfi..friend of-" pathways, do not exist.Jmportantly, Abo et al. (1976), in

the"Marshallese-Engiish Diitionary,list "befriend" as the primary definition

of jer6, followed by "frlendi'thus stressing some of the relational component

it'irra pathways itoo;. Equatty, the ongoing interactive component of such

,.lutionJhip, is suggested *h.tt ih. authors note that jemjera mightb-e roughly

translated as "be fii-ends; friendship; (or) friendly relationship" (97). one active

.*umple they provide is "He/(Shei befriended the family,'a translation of Ear

p4erai* baamle eo. This more nuanced interpretation of jer6- relationships

represents a greater understanding than Bender's earlier suggestion that jerd-

(Jfricfr, at tliat time' he phonetically represented as jeray) meant "befriend'

iriend'(Bender 196s). At ihat point in time, Bender (1969,227) adhered closely

to Spoeirr's biases about what Marshallese kinship was all about (Spoehr 1949'

chaps.zand8).WhileSpoehrwaswiseenoughtorecognizethatMajuroresi-
derri, *.re far more bilaieral in their kinship practices than one might expect if

thef adhered to the African lineage model, kinship, nevertheless' was a domain

he supposed was based on blood ties. spoehrb biological bias is reflected in
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Bender's separation of friendship from the dedicated chapters on kinship
(Bender 1969, chaps. 17 and22). As a linguist, however, following the common
discourses of Marshallese speakers, Bender did include jera- relitionships as a
logical part of a set of common phrases that includes everything fr om ruwamae-
Tef"strangers/foreigners" to the closest of relatives (153-54). I f;rther clari$r the
complexities of translation, meaning, and use of jerd- and other relationship
terms below.

Like Bender, Tobin also adheres to Spoehr's model in his discussion of kin
relations on ujelang, with no mention of friendship. Therefore, kinship on
ujelang is presented as an isolated domain with kinspersons discussed u, purt
of a steady-state lineage-style pattern that remains in alignment with ecoiog-
ical resources and economic conditions (Tobin 1967).Even though several
ujelang marriages at the time of Tobin's visit had begun as jera- relitionships,
jer6- remained unexplored in Tobin's writings about ujelang people. Howevir,
Tobin briefly does mention friendship in his work on Marsliailese land tenure.
Even though Tobin (1958) says nothing about gift land, (im6n aje)beingpart
of relationships with those termed jeri, something that certainly occurs in the
Marshall Islands, he does note that bw6l, taro swamps, were given to persons
related by friendship and marriage (65). while Tobin discusses lands trans-
mitted through "adoption" (kokajiriri) and through pathways of marriage (21),
his work reinforces the idea that kinship, which he judged to be a biolJgically
grounded domain, stood in opposition to friendship, grounded in active social
practices. This limited his understanding of kinning practices among Marshall
Islanders. As much as Tobin's exploration of the various types of tird tenure
and use in the Marshall Islands are incredibly valuable, those local categories
and practices do not align smoothly with his biologically grounded interpreta-
tions of kinship.

Neither the earliest of investigators of Marshall Islanders nor most of the
recent Marshall Islands'researchers deal with friendship relationships in any
depth. The mid-twentieth-century researchers, with their focus on relation_
ships among kin, perhaps come closest to describing friendshipJike rela-
tionships. For nineteenth- and early twentieth-century investigators, the idea
that friendship might be contiguous with kinship was far befond their lim-
ited, broad-brush, interpretive interests and understandings of the Marshall
Islands.5 Decades later, Mason and Kiste, like spoehr and Tobin, mentioned
above, were critical mid-twentieth-century uarihall Islands researchers who
perpetuated the discussion of kinship as a biological domain. At times, they
discuss kinship as an arena analogized and extendld by adoption practices but
without any consideration of friendship relationships.6 This Leganio change, if
slowly, following carroll's publication of Adoption in Easternbceania (lg7o).
Rynkiewich, Pollock, and Alexander, for example, explore and incorporate some
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of the insights detailed in the carroll volume.T By contrast, recent researchers

have chosen to focus on specific domains of inquiry that have largely skirted

friendship relations. cuided by the necessity to pursue far more in-depth and

nuanced understandings of culture-specific topics in their inquiries, research-

ers in recent decades have elaborated on critical issues other than the shifting

and emergent contours of friendship. An overview of these important research

endeavors is Provided in note 8'8

of greater relevance to the analytic framing of jerd- relationships is

McArth*ur's (1995,2004) work, which draws attention to the critical way in

which narrative and cultural performances operate at the contested interface

between local and emerging national-level discourses and the negotiation of

po*., in the Marshall IsLnJs. Even though jer6- relationships do not form the

.ore of his inquiry, McArthur's concentration on intertextual production and

po*.t ur u .ritl.ul leading edge of Marshallese cultural fashioning certainly

irrform, the way I discusslhe dynamic contours of jerd- relationships as they

ar. ,ei-ugirred and deployed through time. His brief discussion of jer6- rela-

tionships ind Etao are addressed near the end of this article'

Anoiher helpful contribution is Berman's (2019) work, which provides a

series of explicit interactional sequences detailing the discursive 
_practices 

of

Marshallese children, particularly as they interface with adults' Nevertheless,

her focus on the ways in which giving can be avoided leads her down a path

contrary to the way in which jera- relationships are generated'mainlained' and

altered ihrough time. Similarly, Berman's (2014) research on kokajiriri "adop-

tionl'a practile that I have argued is a core partof Marshall Islanders"'kinning"

practic;s (Carucci 2008,201i),offers averydifferentviewof themeanings and

int.nt, of this frequent, if waning, Marshall Islands relationship-generating

activity.
ninally, ovorak's (2018) bookcoral and concrete delves deeply into the eth-

nohistory of Kwajalein. He explores the complex interpersonal/international

encounters that have taken place on the atoll and among its many transnational

community members ur *.ll as with those with whom they have interacted.

Wt it. i.ral relationships are important dimension of the interactions that took

plu.e a-otg Kwajalein people and )apanese' Koreans' andAmericans who have

occupied th"e atoli over the past century, Dvorak's focus on the "structural vio-

lence'and systematized racism'that were pervasive in these interactions leads

him in other highly productive directions. Therefore, like the works on world

War II by loyei Falgout, and Carucci (2001) and Falgout' Poyer' and Carucci

(200g), 6vorak's *oik, *hil. mentioning friendships, does not focus on jeri-

relationships and the way in which the everyday practices 
-u*9"9 

the partners

to those relationships have altered their contours through time. This article

attempts to fill that void.
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Exploring f era- Relationships

For Marshall Islanders, establishing and maintaining jera- "friend of " pathways
and the whole process of befriending Qeraiki) transforms nonreljionships
and uncertain relationships into kin-type categories when definite, perduring
alignments do not yet allow those relationships to be considered a specific typ!
of kin relationship. |erd- relationships exist in a purgatory-like state, awaiting
further classification once active relationships ut. p"ip.touted long enough ti
grant them specific kinship formulations. They are exploratory firsimoves that
offer those from outside an as yet unproscribed position within the community.
while that position is marginal and exists for a time in a sort of suspended
animation, it may bring the privileges of the guest, placing one front and center,
with special access to goods and no (overt) expectation of return. At the same
time, like all those positioned in the center, a jerd- will always receive overelab-
orated attentions that allow others within the local community to assess just
how those prestations are received and reciprocated. |era- relationships initially
require some risk, dangling a sacrificial gift in the lap of the recipient to see
what type of reciprocation it evokes, to establish what type of adied kinning
practices may lie in waiting if the relationship is maintained and, it is hopej,
nurtured and enhanced. on the other hand, frequentlyjer6- relationships fiz-
zle, moving back toward oblivion as someone departs ito- an island or other-
wise leaves a social scene, never to return. Nevertheless, the discursive labels for
those one-time relationships of the past allow the relational characteristics that
linked people together to be discussed retrospectively, sustaining a liminality
that states to others that this was not just an interaciion with altranger, but
neither was it a relationship among us.

The expansionist aim of jerd- relationships makes them well aligned with
the era of globalization, for under such conditions, new relationship-s are con-
stantly available to be tested and assessed in terms of their short-term lives or
perduring character.e The world war II era presented prime opportunities to
explore the expansive depth of jera- relationships for Marshaillshnders, with
friendships established with ordinary Iapanese ioldiers and with pseudo-jera-
relationships explored with American servicemen as well. The early years of the
American administration of the Marshall Islands placed Enewetak and ujelang
people back in an isolated position in the world, but in the years leading up to
and following Marshallese independence, mobility increased, and the opportu-
nity to deploy strategies of jeriiki "friend making" moved onto center Jtage. In
many instances, those friend-making strategies eventually proved vacuous, but
in some cases, they have led to long-term friendship or kinship/marriage rela-
tionships, and in that sense, they have borne some interrelational fruitl In the
course of this article, I provide some examples of the way that jerl- relationships
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operate and equally concentrate on the way the contours of the relationship

.u,.gory t uu. rnrt.a through time as expanded ideas about community have

accolpanied the movement of Enewetak/Ujelang pegnle from their outer

island iocale to Majuro (government center of the Marshall Islands) to Hawai'i

and to additional settings in the mainland United States' One hears jer6- spoken

of with increasing frequency during this period of time inasmuch as it has been

an era of commJnal exploration and dispersion, undoubtedly not the first in

the long history of Enewetak and ujelang atolls but certainly the first within

colonial times, an era when people were largely restricted to a single atoll or

nearby atolls where one might still assert shared pathways of clan identity' By

contrast, within the past foity years, members of the community have moved

to foreign locales where they encounter few, if any, kinspersons' and-atJhe same

time, otlhers have come to the various locales where Enewetak and Ujelang peo-

ple now live, establishing ties of greater density than those that typify outsiders.
' 

To provide a bit of c6ntext, I have worked extensively with members of the

Eneweiak/Ujelang community over the past forty-four years' living for more

than seven y.urr-of that time in the Marshall Islands, in Hawaii, or in one of

the other locales that Marshall Islanders now call home. The self-assigned des-

ignation of Enewetak/Ujelang derives from the thirty-three years that members

o"f ,h. .orn-unity lived in .*il. ott Ujelang during the period following World

War II when the iJnited States appropriated EnewetakAtoll for use as a nuclear

test site. The community returned to Enewetak in 1980 after a partial cleanup

of the atoll, but the failure of the United States to fully rehabilitate the majority

of the atoll and the impossibility of living in the Marshallese manner on an atoll

so thoroughly alteredty nuclear testing led many members of thecommunity

to move elsewhere, includlng Majuro (the government center of the Marshall

Islands) and the Big Island oi Hawai'i. During this period of massive social and

culturai change, th! relationship term jerd- changed in its frequency of use as

well as in the 
-array 

of relationships that might be considered rough equivalents

to the American idea of friendship.

During my first field research stay with the Enewetak/ujelang people, then

living on-Ujeiang, I read about the term jer6- in By'on Bender's_Marshallese-

English Oictlonaiy,but it was many months before I encountered any Ujelang

peipt. who usei the term. When I asked about the term, some of my close

.orrrolturrt, simply said 'bh, friend'-that was its meaning in their view, but

its lack of use seemed to indicate that Ujelang people simply did not make or

have friends. In essence, this was true since all day+o-day relationships were

among kinspersons, and it was that array of kin terms that were utilized, along

with p"ersonal names, and a whole battery of pronouns that people deployed to

describe the relationships and interactions that took place every day. Two Peace

corps members lived on the atoll, but one of them had established a marriage
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relationship on the island, and the other resided with a local family and was
referred to as "the male living with |emej and wife,'or.the white guyro living
in Yakjo." Less than two months after my own arrival, I was adoptel by one o?
the elder women in the community (caruc ci 1997), and therefore none of the
outsiders who lived within the community remained outsiders. we were incor-
porated into the web of kinship relationships in our various different ways and
then referred to or discussed using kin terms and residential location terms, not
by the term jerd-.

rn 1977, as the ujelang people began planning to their return to Enewetak
Atoll, things began to change. A middle-aged respected elder, Benjamin, who
had a long-established relationship with one of the regional leadeis from the
Department of Energy,began to communicate with that man, and with that con-
textual shift, people referred to the man as jeran Benjamin. while the regional
leader was also, on occasion, called by his personal name, it was common to
refertohimintheabstract asleojerdnBenjamin-"thatman,Benjamintfriendl,
-once the program known as Tempedede "Temporary'' was established that
allowed ujelang elders to return to feptan islet on Enewetak Atoll in advance of
their planned repatriation, the conditions were set to have the term jer6- used
frequently. with those residential shifts and with a plethora of opporiunities to
interact with others who were not locals but with whom peopli lnteracted on
an extended basis, people deployed the term to cover opportunistic relation-
ships that, they hoped, would be perpetuated and would riiult in new resources
and gifts being bestowed on members of the community.r At the same time,
since the future duration of these relationships could not be predicted and
since those jerd- were not embedded in the wider web of kinshiprelationships,
they were termed jer6n so-and so "the friend of so-and-sol'Thelinks were t1p-
ically through a specific individual or perhaps a small group of local men who
had established this seemingly close relationship with a worker on Enewetak.
Ironically, with these expanding relational possibilities that brought the jer6n
so-and-so era into frequent use, the discourses even shifted to ro-. degree
back on ujelang. once Tempedede had been in operation for a few months
and some of the community members who had been on Enewetak returned to
Ujelang, I was addressed as jer6 for the first time. on that day, a young returnee
just back from Enewetak shouted out to me, Jerd; ewor ke kijem jikki? "Friend,
do you have any food-class cigarettes?" while I was not a smoker, most of those
who were, including this young man, knew that I often had cigarettes avail-
able for those who came to my house to consult with me or, .,ruiioo. research
topics. But if this young man remembered the cigarettes, it was as if he forgot
that, prior to his departure, he had always used a kin term, rilkora"my mother's
younger brotherj'to address me. |erd- had a very impersonal ring in compari_
son' one of my close research consultants surmised that the young man had on
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Enewetak grown accustorned to addressing men he was hoping to kantdk"con-

tact" for ciiarettes with the English term "friendl'Now back on Ujelang, he had

forgotten io shift back to a kinship register, instead using the same routine form

of i'ddr"r, he had deployed with American employees on Enewetak, where the

term jer6- had been appropriate. If my close consultant was correct, the young

-* *u, just translating back into Marshallese without much forethought, but

his use of "friend'on Enewetak was entirely strategic. That is, he used "friend"

not to identify an extant friend but rather as a strategy to'tontact" men he did

not really know at all in order to convince them to give him a cigarette. The

"friend of-" only referred to a relationship he hoped would further develop, at

least in relation io the sharing of cigarettes. Little wonder that as the young man

addressed me as jer6-, his tonality and use of the Marshallese gloss for "friend"

sounded quite imPersonal to me.

Jera- on Enewetak came to have a meaning that covered other types of "fish-

ing expeditions" as well. As soon as young women began to ioin the elders and

.rI* of male workers who first traveled to Enewetak under the Tempedede

program, word returned to Ujelang that a few of them had established jer6n

rel#onships with workmen on Enewetak. These men were then referred to as

,,jeran Medietta, jeran Moeji'or whatever other young woman at that time had

begun to pursue a jer6- relationship with an outsider working on Enewetak. In

thJ case oi both Moej and Medietta, the relationships led to marriage, though

only that of Moej lasied for the long term. Nevertheless, until the time when

eaci, couple was ionsidered married, community members used the term jerdrt
..friend oi" plr* the name of the future spouse to refer to this newcomer. And

gender was not the determining factor in such_relationships. A few months later,

i{ezra began an interpersonal relationship with a di pAlle"Americarf'woman on

Majuro, u"*o-un who was already known by name to Ujelang people' For that

,.urorr, she was either referred to by her personal name or called jer6n Hezra'

Most critically, these exploratory cross-sex relationship terms are far differ-

ent than trial marriages within the community. Such trial marriages between

cross cousins o...rrr.d consistently during the years of research I have spent

with Enewetak/Ujelang people, but until quite recently' none of them were cate-

gorized as jerdn ro-and-ro. Cross-gender sexual relationships or trial marriages

f,eploy thelerdn so-and-so formula only when the person identified via another

person's first name is not him- or herself a member of the community. In this

sense, jera- relationships remain exploratory, whereas everything is known

about both parties to a trial marriage in a cross-cousin relationship' As cross-

cousin pairings become publicly known, other ujelang/Enewetak people inevi-

tably begin jotng with one member of the pair as if they were alreadymarried.

Once a ["Ufl.fy iisible sign demonstrates that a couple is actually koba"com-

bined' or,,marriedl'the categorization of the relationship simply moves from
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a joking register to a reality register by deleting the smiles and other clues that
mark that a comment is in jest. Most commonly with cross cousins, the visible
sign of this change comes when the man remains until sunup with his partner
and consumes morning food with her family. In any case, terms of reference
and address are the same for cross-sex partners, modified only by intonation,
smiling, and so on. If inquiring about a partner's whereabouts, ihastatement is
simply,Ewi lio (Ieo) ipp1m"where is that female (male) who is with you" (under-
stood to mean "your spouse"). As a form of reference, the most frequent state-
--.lt 1:' 

Ewi liolleo ippen XX "where is that male/female with xX" (the name
of the "spouse"). once a couple is truly living together the smiles and marked
intonation are simply deleted. with more established couples, ippen comes to
alternate with Ewi xx emen-harder to translate but something iike ..where 

is
XX (personal name of one of the spousal pair) and that persin who is part
of XX"' The'Triend of XX".formula employs the same grammatical arrange-
ment as "witlf'and "part of" relational referents, but XX always designates the

$own community member. If jern- has, in recent years, come to arteinate with
the ippen form of address and reference for cross-cousin, not-yet-married
pairs, I believe it is because the number of cross-cousin marriages within the
Enewetak/ujelang community has decreased radically. Thereforel the jerdn xX
relationships are the new reference norm, and cross-cousin relationsirips now
borrow from the relational terms most commonly encountered. Neveriheless,
in spite of these shifts in marriage, jer6- remain liminal, another type of linkage
that, it is hoped, will transition into a marriage. on this account, they have a dif-
ferent history of use when compared with the taken-for-granted relationships
that derived from cross-cousin pairs. An intermediate tr-ansitional referent is
needed to cover the stage of hope since the relationship between a community
member and an outsider is far more tenuous and exploratory than trial mar-
riages between those cross cousins who have been in iu..-to-iu.. relationships
with one another throughout their lives.

- 
For ltany years, Ujelang people were considered marginal "backwoods,'sorts

of Marshallese by those in the Marshall Islands, and only a handful of mar-
riages were contracted between ujelang people and Marshall Islanders during
the years that Enewetak people lived in exile on ujelang. with the money frori
a trust fund to begin to compensate Enewetak/Ujelang people for the ,uif"rirrg
they had endured during the nuclear testing era, the .otraitiont governing sucf,
marriages changed. Almost overnight in the mid-r9gOs, Enewetak/ujehng
people were reclassified as desirable spouses by Marshall Islanders, and'many
marriages began to integrate Enewetak/ujelang into the Marshall Islands. This
entailed a significant reformulation of identities since at the time people lived
on ujelang, they spoke of Marshalles e (di Majel) as outsiders in exactly ihe same
way they spoke of Pohnpeians or other groups around the pacific. inewetak/
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ujelang people did not consider themselves a subtype of Marshallese. As people

lnterm-airied with Marshallese, a move that coincided with the (semi-) inde-

f.rra.n.. of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Ujelang/Enewetak people

.n-. to speak of themselves as Marshall Islanders. Many of their new spouses

had ties to Maluro inasmuch as that was the location where Marshall Islanders

were most likely to be encountered' Some of these marriages' as well' deployed

the jeran XX formula that had been used to discuss protomarriage relationships

with workers on Enewetak. The situation was complicated, however,by linkages

of clanship, which, in some cases' supersede atoll boundaries'

Indeed, overtly, people from Enewetak appeared to deploy the term jerl- in

exactly the same way for Marshallese cross-gender "friends" as they did for those

relationships with Hawaiian and American workers during the Tempedede era.

For some people, however, there was a difference, and that distinction focused

on clan ties. ni pdlle and Hawaiians were considered clanless, though at one

point on ujelang-, someone claimed that my clan must be the eagle clan since a

representaiio' Jf un eagle appeared on the presidential insignia of the United

States and was also fon-tta ot quarter-dollar coins. Some Marshallese, at least'

were different. Frequently, adult Enewetak/ujelang community members in

the 1g70s and 1980i talked about interpersonal relationships among Marshall

Islanders that they encountered in Majuro as a way to specify who someone was

and what the proper demeanors should be when in that person's presence. often,

younger trrturshuiler. were linked with mature Marshallese men or women who

were known to Enewetak/Ujelang people: "Oh, that young unmarried woman

is born to that woman who is the younger sister of XXI' and' as needed' the

social relationship between XX and some other even more widely known per-

son would be specified. These existing links of interpersonal relationship were

used, at least or, ,o-. occasions, to deiertify the generic, exploratory nature of a

|er6-'relationship with a Marshall Islander. on one occasion, for example, Medi

1;,Mury'';, th. wife of the Ujelang mayor, interrupted as someone identified the

relationship a young Enewetak man had with a young woman from-Majuro:

"Those two are not just friends for a while (inconsequential friends). She is not

solely his friend, beiause she is the offspring of that female person XX, and XX

is an Ejoal'A younger woman interrupts Mary to say that the woman was still a

friend of the yourrg Err.*.tak man, but Mary cut her off' saying "No' cant you

see that . . . carft yor, ta. they are cross cousins to one another because he is an

Ijjidiki'This was surprising to me since several very knowle{S9-a!t9 Ul.etang peo-

pie fraa indicated that the ijjidik and Ejoa clans in the Marshall Islands were not

necessarily the same as those clans on Enewetak, though a few Ijjidik and Ejoa

derived from failed early attempts of Marshallese warriors to conquer and settle

EnewetakAtoll. Even though the conquests had failed, one or two families were

separated from the invadeis and were assimilated into Enewetak' With those
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families came fragments of Marshallese clans. But those clans were not the same
as the original Enewetak Ejoa clan, for example, which was a founding clan of
a now long-absent subdivision of Enewetak known as wurrin (running north
and south from Runit islet, the'tapital" of wurrin). In any case, Medi's conten-
tion conflated these complications, but it presumed that because the young man
and woman were distant cross cousins, inasmuch as Enewetak Il]idik anJ EJoa
intermarriages were of the bilateral cross-cousin variety, these two were not
jera-, or, if theywere jerd-, theywere not solely jerd-,because an already existing
cross-cousin relationship predefined the relationship. The preexistence of tha-t
pathway contravened the exploratory nature of anyjerd- ielationship. Hertej,
the mayor, and some other male respected elders jumped in to try io clarify
exactly how the young woman fit within the array of Marshallese Ejoa clan
members' but no one contradicted Medi's contention. There was something
in preexisting clan relations that brought the use of the term jeri- into ques-
tion and that precertification of other relationships outweighla *a p.rhup,
even disallowed the use of jera- to describe this "friendship-iike', bond. lry.ra-
were like relatives-in-waiting, relatives were not intensifiid friends. Relatives
emerged from another source that included already determinant parts of a per-
son's personality and demeanor along with a clanship marking ihat specified
a whole set of prohibitions and allowable types of u.iiuiti.t. yeia-, oozing out
of the fringes of otherness (ruwamdejet), did not share these characteristics of
precertification.

on the Big Island, as might be expected given the trajectory outlined above,
onefrears about jerdn all of the time. But the term of address jera is heard only
rarely. This is because virtually all situations where one might say, "oh, my
friend" as a form of address uses precisely those terms since Englis'h speakers
ar-e the people being addressed. However, among Marshallese, thJre is frequent
talk of jeran so-and-so, "the friend of so-and-soj, and typically the.,so_and_sd'
is a Marshallese person who is an integrar part of the iommunity while that
person's jeran is not. Equally, one hears lio jeram or leo jeram frequently'that
female person, your frierrd" or "that male person, your friend" speaking to a
member of the Marshallese community but referring to someone who is not
part of that same community. These referential devices, therefore, are pre-
cisely the same as those already discussed, but because Hawaii is a place where
Enewetak/ujelang people are frequently intermarried with Marshall Islanders
and where Marshallese are surrounded by outsiders, utterances of this sort are
heard far more frequently than in the Marshall Islands.

In terms of the relationships themselves, for Enewetak/Ujelang people in
Hawai'i, jer6- varies from relationships where a community member iru, **y
interactions with other Marshall Islanders to others who, at best, seem to be mar-
ginal friends. while Americans are renowned among western Apache for calling
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people they barely know "friends" (Basso 1979), Enewetak/Ujelang folks have a

polyphonic response to such performative friends' Like Western Apache' some

-uiii."pfy respond to such faux friends with silence, later laughing about the

,hullo*,md.tri-ding of Americans once they have departed. But others partic-

ipu,. i" the public deJeit, reciprocating by publicly responding w.ith. the English

word "frienil'even ii once thi "friend" has departed, a more critical assessment

of that person's relationship may be voiced. I have heard Bilimon, a fairly gregar-

ious long-term resident of th. big Island, use the English term "friend'in both

*uys ur"*ell as others. He calls one di palle "white person'-wit!..wtr3m he has

torig-rtunaing, mutually beneficial exchange relationships "friend" when speak-

ing"witt him"and later, when discussing the same man among fellow Marshall

IslLders, refers to him as leo iera"thatfellow, my friendl' In another case, however

(a white man who brings fish to sell by Bilimon's and Neiwan's house on occa-

sion), t have heard othei members of Bilimorls household call the man leo jerdn

Bilimon "that guy, a friend of Bilimon'sl'Nevertheless, Bilimon himser expresses

more ambivalJni attitudes about the fish guy. At times, he calls him "friend'(in

nngrish) when speaking with him directly but then critiques him among family

-.Lb.r, once the man has departed. The distinction maybe slight,but Bilimon

himself never calls the fish-deiivery person jeri among Marshallese family and

friends. I take this to mean that jerd, for him, requires more sustained interac-

tions, a more developed relationship, and a relationship that performatively

moves toward a kinship relationship. In other words, Bilimon reserves jer6- as

" 
.""*tt that means 

ifriend withlhe potential to become a relativel' Indeed,

wheniilimon critiques the fish"friendl'it is most frequentlybecause the price he

demands for his fish is too high. That very act negates the generosity that- should

typify relationships among relatives and jerd- "potential relatives/friendsl' When

otih.i, ,"fe, to thi same man as jerdn Bilimon, their intent is different' In essence'

ihor. ott 
"r, 

are saying,"Well, we do not really know this guy' but he is (kind of) a

friend of Bilimorfsl'The referential range of the term, then, varies depending on

context, but jer6- still occupies the liminal space between outsiders with whom

one hus 1-ro rlguhr relationship and those to whom one refers (and addresses) as

kinspersons. Fo, ,o-.on. to ilai- another as jerd- (other than when requesting

.ig*"n.r or another small favor) requires a more established relationship than to

,.L, to someone else as jerin ,o-*d-ro. For Bilimon, the use of jera- as opposed

to "friend' is more than code switching. It differentiates leollio jera (thx malel

f"*al. p.rron with whom I have a sustained set of exchanges'more investment of

love ani caring, and view as a potential relative) from "friendi'an English label to

publicly encorriug. ,o-"orre to respond in a generous, desirable way but with no
'indi.ution 

that ttrey are on the wafto accomplishing that aim By contrast, either

jera- or,'friend' may be used to refer to someone else's friend when one does not
'know the relationship thoroughly. on the Big Island, the terms often provide a
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strategic shortcut to explain why some person who is not a community member
may be interacting with a person who is part of the community.

In addition to all of these friendship relationships there is another use of the
term that has become increasinglycommon amongkinspersons.In these instances,
oneaddresses a kinsperson u singOo, jera. . . in situations where a speaker seriously
doubts the veracity ofthe statement that has just been uttered by the person one
is calling'Triendl'This allows a speaker to set aside the specific relational ties of
\inship that link the speaker to the person being spoken to and, instead, question
them as if they should not be constrained by all of the proprieties that accompany
the more complex relationship. Thus, one is able to say, 'you are kidding, right',
or "I doubt that is true" to kinspersons whose word should never be queitioned.
Among in-married and recently married young men and women, this usage of
jerd occurs all of the time, as if everything that another age-mate says is doubtful.
Fully mature adults use theform with greater discrimination, and ii is heard only
rarely among the most highly respected of aging alab "rcspected eldersl' Those
elders typically speak with great consideration. Therefore, il is hardly surprising

+a1th:y seldom d.ploy this "I doubt what you are saying" form. Even if t-hey do
doubt that something is true, that perspective will not be publicly revealed to any-
one in the conversation. At best, it will be discussed when the respected elder is
speaking with a different group at a later point in time.

I e p t a Relation ships in Hawai. i

In addition to jerd-based utterances that mark the relationships that link peo-
ple together, on the Big Island, in particular, jerd- has come to be deployed to
discuss relationships among groups. The first of these I witnessed was during
Kurijmaj in 2002, the three- or four-month-long celebration engaged in b|
Enewetak/ujelang people and other Marshalr Islanders that has totJ$-reformu-
lated christmas into a Marshallese festive event. As I have discussed at length
elsewhere (carucci 1997),local communities divide themselves into competing
jepta"song fest groups" for the celebration, and these groups travel back and
forth on visits where the groups share food and challenge one another to singing
and dance competitions. These visits are termed kamoli,literally.to make song.
on Ujelang, there were only two jepta, Jitdken and fitoen, the "windward and lee-
ward" halves, and they competed as metaphoric warfaring groups, doing battle
with their songs, dances, speeches, and foods and as metafhoric marriaje part-
ners. As the population expanded and spread out onto multiple islet re-sidence
locales after the community's repatriation onto Enewetak, the number of com-
peting jepta also increased from two to three and then, ultimately, to four groups.
Equally' on the Big Island in the 2002-2003 Karijmdj season, there weie four
jepta' though one was in Hilo and participated only for major events. During the
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season of back-and-forth kamolu on the Big Island, sometime after the Ocean

view jepta had held three or four major kamolu encounters with the captain

Cooklepta, Bilimon and his older brother, Tobin-one from Ocean View and

*. iro- captain cook-told me at a first birthdays party during November,
,,oceanview and captain cook have become friends with one another (emoj aer

jiraiki doon)!'since t-hat time,I have heard a number of other group relationships,
'including the "political" alliances described in the next section, described as jer6-

relationsiips. ihi, urug. had never occurred on Ujelang, but,again, the context

did not require it. Jepta in that location were already described as opposed part-

ners who engaged in mock battles and a marriageJike alliance' with only two

jepta, they wlrJthe only'tross-cousins" who could engage in such an alliance'

while the groups on the Big Island had proliferated, the same basic principle

of alliance uni4'i"g opposed gto,tpt held in that setting as well, An analogous

logic extended also to ihe political contexts described in the following section'

lf"jeft- relationships exist in the conceptual space between ruwamdejet and kin-

,p'rrrorrr, jera- weie like cross-cousin alliances of marriage. These relationships

biought members of different clans together, uniffing opposites,and-if on Ujelang

those cross cousinswere frequentlymembers of the same extended families,since

the population was small, nevertheless, they were members of opposite clans'

The'marriage alliance re-cemented those who were being made into the first

logical typei of others, cross cousins, by bringing access to their different lands

Uu?t toj.in.r and by birthing offspring that themselves stood, generation after

g.rr.ru,iorr, as the visible proJf tn"i two clans were ongoing partners allied with

Ine another.As with the jepta in Captain Cook and Ocean View jerd- described

that marriage-like allianie. The relationship held risk since it involved a grouP

of others, eien if, in the case of Ujelang marriages, those others were very well

known. It did not share features with those linked as siblings, as mother/child'

or as grandmother/grandchild. Those relationships also required constant time,

nort ri*.., *d investments of labor, but they were among clan mates' fera- were

alliance-like relations among others, potential partners to a (future) marriage'

since onet internal visceral substance differed from those others, even spouses'

one needed to be very diligent in order to nurture and polish those relationships

though exchange, brrt .ation was always required since difference represented

the plential oialternate agendas that one might not fully understand'

Governmental FriendshiPs

Once Enewetak people came to recognize that they had been constructed as

international potiticat animals, as representations of a cause that was continu-

oorly ard, all ioo frequently, solely associated with being nuclear survivors, the

idea also emergedthaitheywere either supportedby others or castigatedbythem'
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Thus, in 2014, Boas said, "It is as if those human entities in congress now (u.S.
congressmen) are not now friends (kio rejjab jeran) of thepeopli of Enewetaki'
noting the change in tenor since times during the clinton era or earlier, when
congress was more supportive of the plight of the Enewetak community and
other Northern Marshall Islands groups that suffered as a result of u.s. nuclear
testing. Equally, seeking to better understand the odd machinations of politics
in the United States, |oniten asked (in 2015), "why is it that the Republicans
(Republican rane) are not friends with Marshall Isianders?" This was difficult
for him to comprehend since, in earlier, more cordial political times, U.s. sena-
tors and congressional representatives from both sides ofthe isle were relatively
supportive of issues concerning Marshallese who had made sacrifices to help the
united States during world war II and the cold war era. The friend/not friend
distinction deployed by both of these Enewetak/Ujelang elders is a simplifying
device that, in these instances, is aimed at understanding support or nonsupport
for causes that might benefit their community. In no *ay do these uses ofleran
attempt to capture specific friendships, for indeed, with the dozens of encoun-
ters between Enewetak leaders and senators or congressional representatives
in washington, D.c., highly cordial friendshipJike relations did exist between
those lawmakers and Enewetak elders who frequented their offices on capitol
Hill. The same type of friend/not friend categorization of political relationships
was used a few years earlier as Enewetak community members tried to undei-
stand the shifting politics between the united States and Russia. In 2002, Jimako
asked me quizzically, "why is it I do not understand? Before, there were years
and years when Russia and America hated each other, as if it was prohibited to
talk together, and now it is as if they are friends with one another Qeran doon)l'
In all of these instances, friend/nonfriend condenses complex poliical relation-
ships into a yes/no formula. Like the use of jer6- to describe lepta relationships
at Knrijmoj, these relations are alliances rather than relations among those who
are bilateral extended family or clan relatives. However, nearly the-opposite of
its uses in interpersonal relationships, no liminal or exploratory components
accompany these ideas about jer6n. Perhaps jerdn of this sort should be trans-
lated as "allyi'but given the complex array of strategies of alliance among local
Marshall Islanders, it seems surprising that they wourd expect alliances among
Americans and other foreigners to be less nuanced and strategic.

In many ways' the relatively recent political use of jera- relationships reap-
propriates the friendship discourse that was used by European and American
powers during the colonial era as if jer6- were a simple translation of American,
German, or fapanese ideas about friendship. Taipei, for example, has adopted
Majuro as a 'tister cityi' and above the Republic of the Marshall Islands
International conference center, a sign that displays the flags ofboth nations
alongside one another states (English first, then Marshallese;, "cirt from the
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people of Taiwan Token of friendship and cooperation between Taiwan and the

ivlarshall Islands October L2th,2007:' and then, in Marshallese' "Menin letok

jen armij in Taiwan Kakollan bujen jimjerd im ibben doon ikotan Taiwan im

tvtarshali Islands October 12th,2007:' Iimjera im ippen doon ikotan ishete ftans-

lated as "friendship and cooperation betweenl'though a more literal translation

-ign b. "fri"ndsiith/of one another and remaining together in betweenl'Of

aorirra, inasmuch as the money for the conference center came from Taiwan as

a gift, it marks a ranked relationship in which Marshallese friendship/alliance

is"presumed to extend into the future in exchange for an unreciprocated gift'

Each ofthese recent uses ofjerd- incorporates the residues ofcolonialism even

as they extend, without muc| questioning, into the postcolonial era' Herein, the

reification of relationshipt u-ottg imagined entities, "statesl' are given qualities

analogous to actively engendered interpersonal relationships among humans,

thereb'y presupposing that many characteristics about the dynamic qualities of

rank ani friendship are also applicable to entities like the United States, Taiwan'

and the Republic of the Marshall Islands.

Toward a Dynamic Theory of |erd- Relationships

Returning to the theoretical survey of Pacific friendship with which I began this

article, itls my hope that the culturally specific and contextually variable con-

tours of jer6- relati,onships among Marshall Islanders, a point that aligns with the

works oi Bettina Beer and of Desai and Killick, has been made evident' Equally'

jeri- relationships reinforce the messages carrierb work, pointing to the way in

*fri.t th. contraindMdual Marshallese approach to personhood interfaces with

culturally contoured notions of "friendshipl' a point that aligns with the inter-

relational stress on interpersonal relationships stressed by Graeber and Sahlins.

Furthermore, I hope thai the way in which historical forces reveal points of fric-

tion (Smith) and lead to changes in local conceptualizations and uses of "friend-

ship'(Obeid) or, more u..utut.ly, of jerA- relationships in the Marshall-Islands

is quite obvious. Finally,I have highlighted the way in which Marshall Islander's

ideas of "kinship"Jike relations and"friendship"-like relations are contiguous in

character, not, is Coleman cautions, a logical formulation in which friendship

stands as the logical negative to kinships positive. With these features in mind,

I hope to point-readersioward a more dynamic and nuanced understanding of

lera- relationships and practices among Marshall Islanders'

AlterationsofCulturalLogicReinscribingtheAncientPast

The stories of Etao have long held special interest and humor for Marshall

Islanders, and if one hears these stories recited with less frequency than in the
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pretelevision era, they are still considered intriguing by youth and adults today.
In this article, I have tried to show how jera-, roogrily equivalent to,.friend/
friendship,"has moved from marginal use during an era when nearly all relations
were among kin and political interests were largely local to u uutily expanded
domain as Marshall Islanders have entered the global era and .*pior"d -urrynew settings where repeated and ongoing relations with others *. .o-*orr.
But, as Truillot (1995) reminds us, interpretations of the past always incorpo-
rate elements of the moments of their construction in the here-and-now and
such is the case with the genre of Etao tales exchanged among Marshallese.

Etao, the trickster figure in Marshall Islands belief, offspring of Lijebake, and
primordial fashioner of Marshall Islands landmarks,traveli a rJute from Kapilon
(the islands to the southwest, such as pohnpei) to ujelang and Enewetak, then
on to Bikini and the Rdlik chain of the Marshall Islands before heading to Ratak
(the "sunrisd'chain of atolls and corar pinnacles forming the eastern"range of
seamounts in the Marshall Islands). His final two escapades in the Marshall
Islands take place on Majuro and Mili atolls before Etao heads to Kiribati and
then, according to some renditions from the 1970s and l9g0s, on to the united
States, where he revealed to the Americans the secret of the nuclear bomb (see
carucci 1989). As is often the case, in his final Marshall Islands encounter on
Mili' his aim is to steal away with local women, and on Mili, the chief's daughters
are his cherished prize. In the I 970s and I 9g0s versions of this story, several dif-
ferent storytellers indicated that Etao's aim was to ko ba ippen,thatis, to.tombine
witH'or "marry''the daughters, or to babu ippen "lie down witli'or,,sleep with',
the daughters. when I heard a version of this story more recently, in 2006, among
Big Island Marshallese, Etao's aim was now to jeraiki ,,befriend'the 

daughterJ,
though, certainly, some intentions of "sleeping with'were discussed later in the
story'r2 In many ways, the telling of the story had not shifted much in the decades
that separated these versions. Nevertheless, in the 2006 version, befriending
had become inscribed as an ancient aim of Etao even though that jera- tie
emerged as a way of discussing cross-gender relationships quitJrecently among
Enewetak/ujelang people. In this manner, traditional loie ii constantlyreimag:
ined, with ancients acting in ways enabled by the possibilities of the current day.
Etao, always enigmatic, acts in ways that complicate the designs and desires of
Marshallese chiefs and ordinary people. But in certain ways, h-e acts in a fashion
complicit with their desires and their abilities. Such is the case when Etao begins
befriending chiefly daughters, an act, much like his excursion to America, ihat
brings Etao to life for contemporary Marshallese audiences. |er6- relationships
become highly elaborated as a correlate of the potentialities inherent in new
relationships, for if Marshall Islanders are not themselves highly empowered in
relation to the large nations of the earth, their expertise in geneiating power out
of interpersonal relationships is, if not unmatched, virtuailf unlimitJd-
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NOTES

1. Bettina Beer (2001,5806) also notes the common overlap offriendship and kinship in her

overview of friendshiP.

2. This article began as part of that ASAO session, Friendship and Peer Relationships' held in

San Diego, Califoiriu, ZOte. Uy thanks to session convener Mary K. Good and to my copartic-

ipants fJr insightful comments and inspiration to continue working on this important topic'

3. Marilyn Strathern (1983) has noted that relational selves are also typical of Melanesians,

a.rt"Uifiiing any simpiistic equation that would allow for the comparison with the stable'

uotono,noui ,.lues tui."n fo, gianted by many residents of Europe or the United States.

4. Equally, without bringing any mark of distain on anthropological friendshiPs'.this same

";til;'assumption" u"nai'"uteaty characterizes all f-riendships in the field (Flinn et al'

f S97)-,fot no."tter how"native" an anthropologist may'goi a multiplylayered set of contexts

always frame his or her motivations for interaction'

5. For example, folks like Kotzebue (1s21, 1830), Erdland (1914)' and Kramer (1906; see

also Kramer and Nevermann n.d.) make little mention of friendship relations' This is not

,orp.i$f lnur,,,uch as, far in advance of the scholars mentioned in the above paragraph,

they had"already presupposed that the Marshall Islands was a kinship-based society and that

i.inlf,ip n1urt U. Uiotogicl. rt . exception in Kramer and Nevermann is a short story recorded

underi'oracle, & ubui'iway of foreteiling the future using different arrang€ments of knots on

a ,trirrg of ,errrrit:,'When i. Capelle . . ."came in f 859, Chief Djimata on Ebo-n.consulted the

oru.l.."Wh.r, it turned out favorable three times, he said,'You are my friend " (Kramer and

Nevermann n.d., 32). In line with the thesis of this paper, it is not surPrising that this interac-

tion occurred in the muddled spaces between us and them, insiders and outside foreigners'

Equally, Capelle offspring today mark the success oJ the Marshall Islands'strategy to use a

[r'a- iJf"ti"6ftip a, a p"ti*uy ioward becoming an insider, nr7l<n- (roughly "relative')'

6. American researchers following world war II helped extend the idea of biological kin-

,f,ip u, tfr.y attempted to intelpretivlarshallese kin practices with modified versions of Rad-

cliffe-Browds African systems of kinship and marriage. Adhering to this modef investiga-

tions such as those of Mason (1947,:rt/44) and Spoe6r (1949) inadvertentlyreinforced the

,.prr"i"" between friendship and kinship. Len Mason (1947),for example, clearly attempts

to impose Euro-American ideas of "blood'onto Marshallese categories even though they do

;;tti. i. says"nugin is the term applied to all relatives by blood'tut then notes that some

consultants have a Jpecial term for people "related to the alap (family/land head) through the

male line and not the female" (le). 6learly, then, so-called blood ties (biogenetic relationship)

t au" nottring to do with the way Marshallese define.relatives since they place relatives with

identical am'ounts of shared blood quanta in opposite categories' In the same way, Mason

"tt..ptr 
to remove kajiriri (literally-'tared for'irelatives and spouses from membership in

the bwy since they have no biood ties to other members of the group, but then he, necessarily,

*y. tf,i,y are "generally excluded' [for spouses] or'bn the death of the foster parent, [they]

g.'""i.rri' ,""tuin to . . . their real mother's bwij (15-16)i Entailed in "generally" is the fact

inut, f..qo.ntty, these exclusions and dismissals are nof true. Completing Mason'stiological

i-ilJi;;"'Marshall Islanders'reckoning of kin is the way in which h-e defines Marshallese

kfi i;t;t using a genealogical grid (1s-2i): therefore' the meaning of iiman' for Mason' is
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"his mother's father, his fathert father, his male relative of the preceding generation [his great
uncle]' his ancestor" (19). These anthropological convenience-s cannot'p-ossibly capture what
the Marshall Islanders who worked with Maion told him. Rather, they represent ]riasons iso-
lating and biologizing ofMarshall Islander's ideas about relatedness. Following the precedent
set by spoehr, Mason, and Tobin, Kiste (1974) dedicates a chapter to social irganization in
The Bikinians (1974). He does,mention adoption, a popular "altirnative kinshipiopic of that
era (Carroll 1970), but friendship relationships are noidiscussed.

7. Rynkiewich (1972,1976) begins to break down the idea of kinship in the biological mode
when describing adoption as 'part of a cultural domain that might be called kinship"sharing or
rgciprocrg', ' (Rynkiewich 1976, 95), wherein Marshall Islanders=stress 'the kind of relationslip
that would be established' (93) with "an emphasis on sharing food, housing, and labor', (95j.
While friendship was left out of his discussion, it need not have been inasmu-ch as a similar set
of emphases hold in the case of-jeri- relationships. In spite of Rynkiewich's attempt to move
the.discussion ofkinship beyond a biological model, he continues to be constrainei by earlier
anthropological models. In a classic casC of ethnocentric double-speak, on subsequent pages
(95-98) Rynkiewich returns,to privileging classificatory kinship in the biological modewith
th-e contradictory statement that "[t]he Arno . . . reckoning [of] kinsmen includis the possibility
of manipulating through extension and, denialboththe substantive and behavioral attributes of
'kinshipiActual genealogical connection is not a necessary condition for classifring und tr.atirrg
another person as a kinsman" (98, emphasis added). placing kinship in quot;tio; marks ma|
indicate some hesitation on Rynkiewichs part. Nevertheless,linshipis here reestablished as the
privileged domain with exceptions- (like kokajiriri or jera- relationships, roughly.,adoption' or
'Triendship") relegated to kinship-by-extension status. Fortunately, pottoct< irsTo) provides a
reasonably detailed example of emergent family relations in her work on Namu. SLe discusses
the case history of Netub and Weni, a story that she elicited in 1968. This case history describes
the relationship between an in-marrying affine (Netub) from another Namu islet and his
in-laws'While Pollock does not mention jerd- relationships per se, the story of what life was like
for_an in-marrying affine is highly informative. Even though Netub and \Alni did not necessar-
ily begin their premarital relationship as'Triendsi, the 

.butsi-der" 
components of NetuUs relation_

ship to weni's father and other relatives (10l-6) parallels the sorts ofattractions, obligations, and
performance.-based_privileges and opportunitiei that may be seen in marriages thalt transition
from iela- relationships to affinal relationships. William Alexander (1978), ariother representa-
tive of this generation of Marshall Islands researchers, also adds value to the understinding of
interactions within Marshallese households and communities, even though he does not direily
address jerd,- relationships. Rather, he compares the economic groundirft of household mem-
bership-on Lae and Ebeye (Kwajelein). Hedoes not speak ofiriendshiiper se. Nevertheless,
some of his examples outline_the shifting interpersonalielationships enciuntered on Ebeye and
Majuro as opposed to "rural" Lae. In the urban situations, economic providers, as opposed to the
most mature household heads, elevate their rank and maintain po.itions of subsia'ntial power
within smaller households that include both kin and nonkin. ih. lutt", household arrange-
ments, at times, undoubtedly included jerd- relationships (91).

8. The topical specificity of recent research reports, while providing more realistically
grounded account-s of everyday practices than earliir accounts, lead their-authors down path-
ways that do not further the understanding of jer6- relationships. walsh's (2003) important
work on chiefs, for example, pays scant attention to friendship relations. Her wo.i (riss) o'
American adoption of Marshall Islands-born children, whilJexploring the highly contested
domain in which local ideas of relatedness were challenged uy powe"rfut capitaiist-infused
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constructions of adoption, led in directions antithetical to the overlap between kokajiriri

'Marshall Islands adoption" and jeri- relationships' Allen (1997)' looking at members of the

fniJ, OUut o-a, Marshallese community, describes Enid haole youth who consider their

Uar.hall Islands'classmates "friends" (tlZ) and makes brief mention of 'treated kinship ties"

(l7g) but, otherwise, does not consider the way in which members of the Enid Marshallese

.".-"rity f"rftion jerd- relationships. Barker (ZOOa), Johnston and Barker (2008), and Alca-

fuy tfSq8l ho.u, on ih. Marshall Islands'nuclear testing and the unsettled and abusive after-

-uti, of ilor. tests. With their concentration on the visible effects of American power as it

came to be forced on local islanders, the friendship relationships that' not infrequently' medi-

ated across the inequalities are not discussed bythese authors. Rudiak-Gould (2013) provides

"-."pfririi.."a 
uniy.i, of Marshall Islanders'feelings about and reactions to climate change

""J 
gr"l"r warming, while Ahlgren's works deal with cholera on Ebeye (2007) and with The

tvtraiirgoT lulo'tatua'lZOf el,pirticularlyin relation to sacred ecologies andprinciples of con-

servation. None of these works delve into jer6- relationships. Similarly, Genz's (2018) research

on Marshallese navigation does not expiore the ways ln which jerd- relationships become

kinship relationshipJin the fashioning of wa'toteries of proa sailors"'

g. Equally, having no reliable written information on the shape ofprecolonial jeri- relation-

rfrip.li, iJp"$ibie that the transcultural interpersonal contours ofjerd- relationships are a

;il; ;;;fu of colonial/local encounrers, still contoured to align with kin relationships

but expanding beyond them. However, local ethnohistorians contend that the term jerd- is of

ancient deriva'tion, even though uses of the term were, initially' regional'

10. Di palle,literally "person of clotH' perhaps, at one time, meaning'tlothed-persod' or "per-

son of the clotH' (i.e., missionary: among the first clothed persons to reside-locally) but now

.qu.i.J*itn rnite people or Americansiits unmarked sense being those with light skin tone)'

11. The overt discussion of oPPortunism in these relationships should not lead outsiders to

think ofthem as radically distinct from kinship relations or as a new and unique form offriend-

ffi eauunog.ous social positioning is frequently discussed when referring to other people's

t ir,"hip una riarriage relationships, sio it is hardly surprising that the advaltaEgs of friendship

relations would be eialuated through similartypes of talk. SummarizingAristotle (1976)'Doyle

and Smith (2002) review Aristotle'sihree typei of friendship: friendship based on.utility, friend-

,rrrp u*.a ir preasure, and friendship baied on mutual goodness. For Aristotle (1976), the last

for- .,r., the perfect form "in which people each alike'wishes good for the 
-other 

qua Sood'

liiSA"fO-tZSi. These distinction, ,".^. quite foreign to Marshallese sensibilities, as if utility

stood in opposition to goodness. Taking the transactional and exchange characteristics of all

social relationships as given, Enewetak/Iijelang people certainly do not see assessments of value

as standing upu.i f.ori goodness. Indeed, as i have noted elsewhere (Carucci 2017)' stinging

_.yu.'r.g.rir.ry judgei and gMng qeneroyslyls certainlyposirivdvalued,but a person who

milht eleci to puisuJ some sJcial ielationship based on the relatively advantageous circum-

staice oflered Ly u...r, to land or resources is considered ordinary, perhaps even wise, not

avaricious. In brief, Aristotle's distinctions embed a number of cultural biases and presupposi

tions pointing to the necessity oflooking closely at friendship practices cross-culturally' As Beer

(2001, 5g06) iotes, such practices are highly variable from society to society.

12. McArthur (2000), in his analysis of a version of this same tale, notes the way in which Etao'

the classical trickster, is discursively atigned with the ambivalent characteristics ofjerd-' a rela-

tionship that, for his Marshallese consuitant, is surrounded with ambivalence: "it [the friendship
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relationshipl can be true, it can be falsd' (92). The same, McArthur notes, holds for the relation_
ship woven into this story between the Marshall Islands and the United States, a highly ambiva,
lent relationship simultaneously beneficial and conflictural for Marshall Islands residents.
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TRANSNATIONAL JOURNEYS: SAMOAN MIGRATION AND

REMITTANCES RECONSIDERED

Paul Shankman

IJniversity of Colorado-Boulder

In her work on samoan population movement, Sa'iliemanu Lilomaiava-Doktor

.riti.i"., earlier approaciei to migration and remittances as "wrongheaded'

be.uos. th.y *"t. L*ed on an "economistiC'Euro-American model that did not

r"m.i*tfy i"aude indigenous perspectives. She then offers an approach that

focuses on samoan conc-eptions-of movement, obligation, and connection. This

article addresses her critique and examines the role of indigenous concepts in

understanding and explaining trends in samoan migration and remittances over

ift. p*a ,.u.rlul d..ad.s' As ilportant as indigenous Perspectives are' a, number

ofthe trends that Lilomaiava-Doktor derives from her approach are problematic'

Furthermore, a review of the literature from the 1970s to the Present suggests

that Samoan concepts, especiallyp'a-Sdmoa, or Samoan custom' have been a

,ignin.unt component of ..sertch on Samoan migration and remittances, and

halve often been integrated with external economic and political factors.

Introduction

CONTTNUTNC RESEARCH HAS MADE SAUO.I, ONE OF THB BEST CASE STUDIES Of

the long-term effects of migration and remittances. With over half of its pop-

ulation"permanently ou.rr.-u, and more abroad temporarily, Samoa (formerly

western s6moa) has become one of the most remittance-dependent countries

in the world. Remittances sent or brought back are partially responsible for a

marked increase in family and individual incomes since the 1960s, and they

have been a pillar of the Samoan national economy (Shankman 1976; Connell

-e*i7, 
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I 990; Brown 1998). By the mid- 1980s remittances had become the major source
offoreign exchange for the islands, exceeding revenue from agriculture and for-
eign aid combined. commodification of the economy had riached most rural
villages,,transforming them in the process and making the country as a whole
more affluent. As a result, in 2014 the United Nations upgraded Samoa's devel-
opment status from "least developed country'' to' developing countryi'

while the economic dimensions of Samoan migration and remittances
have received a good deal of attention, geographer Sa.iliemanu Lilomaiava_
Doktor has criticized a body of this research, including my work (Shankman
7976' 1993) and the work of fohn connell (1980, r9g3a, r983b, 1990), chal-
lenging what she views as external "economistic" approaches based on a
"Euro-American model" and a "dominant developmeni discourse" (2009a). As
a corrective to these allegedly"wrongheaded" approaches, Lilomaiava-Doktor
offers a cultural approach that she believes will provide a "better,'understand-
ing of migration based on indigenous conceptions of movement that give
samoans agency and voice, that reinforce circular mobility, that strengihen
social networks, that encourage the sending of remittances, and that main-
tain the integrity of samoan culture. She directs attention to the samoan
moral economy of giving, reciprocity, and generosity because in the long term
developing "symbolic capital is often more important than economic *pitul"
(2009a,16).

Lilomaiava-Doktor's critique and her indigenous approach raise questions
about the adequacy ofprevious research. Through hei ixplication of su-oun
concepts about movement (malaga) and connectedness (ud), Lilomaiava-
Doktor provides a more thorough understanding of Samoan ways of thinking
about mobility.l But how well do these traditional concepts actually account
for contemporary patterns of samoan migration and remittances? This arti-
cle explores the accuracy of her critique, the adequacy of her approach, and
the extent to which it rs complementary with earlier research. i will argue
that.there exists a lengthy and detailed literature on samoan migration and
remittances dating from the 1970s, including work by Samoan scholars, that
has focused on both indigenous cultural factors andbroader economic and
political factors.2

Although Lilomaiava-Doktor's focus on indigenous concepts enhances
understanding of samoan thinking about movement, a number of the trends
that Lilomaiava-Doktor derives from her approach are problematic. while her
focus on connectedness within Samoan social networks is important, the kinds
of connections that Samoans have with the wider world are less well explored.
Thus, her emphasis on circular migration minimizes the overall direction and
magnitude of international migration. Her assertion that mobility strength-
ens family ties during migration neglects weakening links, public concerns
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over participation in traditional gift exchanges (fa'alavelave)' *qT intergen-

erational decline in the sending of remittances to the islands. The contours

of Samoan migration and remittances are more complex than Lilomaiava-

Doktor's approich allows, requiring the study of international, national, local,

and cultural factors.3

Critique and CounterPoint

Lilomaiava-Doktor initially states that in the study of migration, indige-

nous knowledge and understanding are compatible with and a necessary

complement to an analysis of broader political and economic conditions

(Lilornaiava-Doktor 200ba,1). However, she then criticizes such approaches,

,,u,irrg that scholarly treatment of migration in the Pacific has been based on

a "Eur"o-American modell' concerned with modernization, globalization, and

development. Migration itself is said to be an "academic construction" derived

from a h"gemon[ derrelopment discourse (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009a,2). She

finds that:

The positivist and structuralist nature of much of these works, and

their assumptions that'migration is the result of rationalizing forces

and thus can be statistically modeled, means they contribute little to

our understanding of movement as a social or cultural act (2009a,3)

Lilomaiava-Doktor believes the Euro-American model is too "simplistiC'

because it is based on bourgeois assumptions (2009a,20) that neglect local con-

texts, local epistemology, and local ideology. She favors an ontological approach

that is more qualitative, employing indigenous methodologies, and alalyzing

inaig.troor concepts because they provide a "deeper" understanding of peoplet

movements (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009a, 2)'

According to Lilomaiava-Doktor, the very word "migration" might imply a

,.severance oities, uprootedness, and rupture,but in the eyes ofthose involved,

samoan population movement is quite different" (2009a, 1). It connects fam-

ilies through transnational networks and maintains the integrity of Samoan

culture (fia-Samoa). She prefers the terms "population movementj"'mobil-

ityi' and;circulation" that go "beyond migration" and the intellectual baggage

that the term suggests. Noting continuities with past samoan journeying,

Lilomaiava-Doktoi focuses ott ih. i-pottance of local interpretations of het-

erogeneous and diverse processes (2009b, 58), favoring the analysis of circular

moiements. She also believes that it is necessary to understand "the meaning

of movement rather than merely describing or explaining itl' (Lilomaiava-

Doktor 2015,92).
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Given the enduring population movement going on in many coun_
tries in the region, people's interactions with place have coniounded
conventional wisdom on migration, remittance[s], and development.
They collapse the wrongheaded categories and paradigms that have
been emphasized in academic studies on oceania since the r960s
(2009a,22)

Lilomaiava-Doktor notes that in her research on Samoan population move-
ment, "a primary motivation" is 'the need and the desire to enhance the sta-
tus of the collective 'aiga [extended kin group or family]. Fundamental to that
enfancglgnt is the journeying and traveling, malagal,l to attend the fa,ala_
uelave lobligatory gift. exchanges involving ivents such as births, .".ddingr,
funerals, chiefly title bestowals, and church openings]" (Lilomaiava-Doktor
2015: 8l-82). Furthermore,"mobility strengthens rathir than weakens the links
between family [outside the village] and homel' (2009b, 60).,,Distance does
not separate 'aiga but only provides further interconnecting social pathways',
(2009a,22).

This is an appealing argument, with Lilomaiava-Doktor offering a coun-

l:rnarratl-ve to the alleged inadequacies of earrier work on Samoan irigration.
Yet it is flawed. Lilomaiava-Doktor begins by suggesting that earlier studies
of Pacific migration might have interpreted movement u, a "r.uerarrce of ties,
uprootedness, and rupturel'She then asserts that, in fact, they have done so, and
this misrepresentation therefore requires a different approach that focuses on
samoan conceptions of movement. She thus favors mlbility over migration,
circulation over permanent exodus, continuity over discontinuity, aniunder-
standing over explanation.

However, most studies of Samoan migration and remittances have not inter-
preted migration as primarily or exclusively about severance, uprootedness, and
rupture (i.e., Pitt and Macpherson r974:Shankman 1976; Kallen r9g2; o'Meara
1990; Janes 1990; Va'a 2001; Macpherson and Macpherson 2009a). Remittances,
as to well as other kinds of ties that migrants continue to maintain with their
relatives in the islands, have been included in these studies because they are vital
to understanding the migration process. Such studies also include discussions
about attenuating ties and disconnections. In these studies, migration has been
viewed as a complex response to broader economic and politicil factors, as well
as to local conditions, negotiated by local kin groups and often interpreted using
indigenous cultural beliefs and concepts. Although Lilo-uiava-Doktor believes
that there has been a blind spot about culture that other observers have missed,
most earlier studies of samoan migration, remittances, and the samoan econ_
omy have incorporated indigenous concepts, particularly fah_Samoa, precisely
because these scholars recognized the importance of samoan undersildirrgr.
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Lilomaiava-Doktor's critique of earlier studies is thus misleading. That said'

how influential are indigenous concepts in the movement process?

Vi and the Role of Indigenous Concepts

Lilomaiava-Doktor emphasizes the Samoan concept ofvd as the underlyingbasis

for understanding migration and remittances. va is part of "agroup of cultural

metaphors that cinstitut e fa'a-sdmoa,or the samoan way of life" (Lilomaiava-

Doktor 2009a,7) and,refers to the interconnected communal spaces between

families, individuals, villages, and other places"'In short' vd is the central idea

and crucial context for h-ow movement informs Samoan identity and social

legitimacy'' (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2015, 69). va guides and governs conduct'

pi"iainj a model for appropriate behavior-in terms of reciprocity' responsi-

finty, t"i'i.., and the -uittt.tt*.. of family status through participation in

fa'alavelave. "Their acts of giving and receiving, as manifested in exchanges of

l.n.rr, .ur. packages, phon! cals and remittances, all symbolize va" (2009a' 15) '

From her netaworL in the islands and abroad, Lilomaiava-Doktor provides a set

of understandings about mobility, ceremonial reasons for mobility' routine or

a"if ,.uron, for"mobility, tlpes of improper movement' and consequences of

improper movement (2009a, 2009b, 2015)'

lrrdig"torrs concepts such as fa'a-Samoa, vd, malaga' and fahlavelave are

importint in understanding how Samoans think about migration and remit-

tu*.r. They are a Samoa]r way of organizing experience; the_ traditional

metaphors tirat Samoans use help them manage their everydaylives' Lilomaiava-

nomo, argues that culture -utLrr, that these Samoan concepts are influential

in determining behavior, and that beliefs and values require attention (2009a,

iz),.wt rnshJstates that such beliefs and values should be included in studies

of movement, who could disagree?

while earlier studies of Samoan migration and remittances reflected recog-

nition of and an interest in indigenous understandings, there was also recog-

nition that indigenous concepts,-by themselves, may not explain much actual

behavior because such concepts are symboliq they do not necessarily translate

into behavior. This difference between understanding publicly articulated belief

and accounting for actual conduct has been a recurring theme in the general

study of indigenous systems of meaning. During the 1960s and 1970s, cultural

anthropologiits addressed this issue in the study of ethnoscielce, an.approach

that focusei on indigenous concepts, categories, and knowledge' As important

as they were, culturai anthropologists found that such concePts and categories

were often ambiguous and subject to differing as well as changing interpreta-

tions; rules were not always foilowed; authorities were sometimes challenged;

and ideas were imperfectlytranslated into action (Berreman I966;Hanis1974)'
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There was also the possibility of the overinterpretation of indigenous systems of
meaning by scholars studlng them (Keesing 19g5).

Lilomaiava-Doktor correctly observes va and fa'a-samoa are not stable or
static concepts. They are often invoked as a way of interpreting a set of contem-
porary adaptations that are given meaning by referring to tiem under tradi-
tional rubrics. That is, "samoans draw on cultural prlnciples to justify changes
they are making to their own cultural practices" (Lilomaiava-Doktor 200-9b,
61)' Norretheless, as important as they are in understanding how Samoans may
think about migration, fa'a-Samoa and vd are of less explariatory value because
they involve a set of expectations and moral imperatives aboui how Samoans
should behave rather than reflecting actual conduct that may be influenced by
other expectations, motivations, and external circumstances.

Lilomaiava-Doktor agrees that va may be articulated in different ways
depending on gender, cultural status, age, and marital status (2009a, li).
Thus, vd may have different meanings and salience for those who invoke
it when discussing their reasons for migration. The same is true for fa,a-Sa-
moa. Lilomaiava-Doktor herself has noted that the "malleability of fa,a-Samoa
ensures its survival" (2004,179).In his study of samoan migrants tL Australia,
Samoan anthropologist Unasa Leulu Felise va'a offers a simiLr argument, com-
menting that:

. . ' migrants identify with the fa'a-samoa differentiaily. That is, they
all have different commitments to the attitudes, values and practice of
fah-Samoa depending on their needs. The/a,a-Sdmoa,I maintain, is
seen as a means to an end and not an end in itself, hence the different
notions of what constitutes Samoan culture (Va.a n.d.: l_2)

va'a also found that although it is customary for Samoans to speak of their cul-
tule as homogenous and unchanging, especially among oratois, there is much
debate about what comprises proper interpretaiion and-practice.

The meanings of vd and fah-Samoa have been and aie being modified even
as they continue to be important central metaphors for interpieting the expe-
rience of migration. Thus, fa'a-Samoa may have both positive an-d negative
connotations for migrants and their families, depending on context. Appeals to
fah-Samoa can mobilize social and economic reiources vital for migration and
for the distribution of remittances that are sent or brought back b! migrants.
At the same time, resentment of fa'a-sdmoa stemming from the resirictive role
of matai (titleholders) may encourage young men and women to leave their
villages for the relative freedom of Apia and overseas (Shore 19g2, l6l).It may
also lead others to be wary of the claims of distant relatives, based on fa.a-Se-
moa' concerning the proper distribution of remittances on their return. As one
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middle-aged woman remarked, on visiting the islands from New Zealand and

ieeling pi".rrrrr. from persistent requests for money by distant relations, "We

like Simoa, b ut not fa'a - S anoa" (Shankman I 993, 1 68)'

International Migration and Circular Mobility

Althoughvaandmalagaareculturallyappropriatewaysoftalkingandthinking
about riigration and tie necessity of continuing participation in family matters'

there are limits to the applicability of these concepts in the broader context of

Samoan migration and remittances. v6 and malaga do not require- migration

abroad; these concepts were part of local movement within the islands prior

to the era of international migration. As Lilomaiava-Doktor states, "The basis

for malaga [journeying o, ttu*litrg back and forth] was originally to fulfill life

,frt" Toito;rlave (obligations) . . . Ho*"uer contemporary movements for the

p'rrrpor., of educatiori, health, and economic opportunities have troadened

it, ,.ope' (2015, 83). Malaga now include international migration because, in

Lilomaiava-Doktor's words]"the uncertainty of economic times and conditions"

in the islands promotes movement abroad (2015' 83)'

V6 and -iugu by themselves do not explain the destinations that Samoans

choose when migrating. Nor do they explain rates of migration to New Zealand,

American Samoi, the United States, Australia, and elsewhere. Nor do they fully

account for rates of return, patterns of remittance sending, the currencies

involved, and the transmission channels used' They also may not incorporate

changes in Samoan beliefs and institutions that have taken place over the course

of decades of international migration'
External political and economic conditions set major parameters, although

not the only parameters, on the direction, destinations, duration, and other

related trends in migration. International borders and agreements, laws, citi-

zenship requirements, political considerations in the host country' labor mar-

kets, and visas of diffeient types constrain the ability of Samoans to migrate.

Although Samoans are quite;dept at working within and outside these broad

parameiers, they nevertheless strongly influence movement possibilities' Thus'

*hit, N.* Zealandhas been a major destination for Samoan migrants, in 1982

New Zealand began to sharply restrict permanent immigration from Samoa

(Sfrurrt ,-,'- lg%:rcO.Today there are 1,100 permanent visas annually allotted

to Samoans; in 2015, there were 9,000 applicants for these visas' clearly con-

straining Samoan choices'

Liloliaiava-Doktor objects, stating that, "Focusing simply on the interna-

tional labor market and other economic macro-processes renders migrants

and their communities mute, and the beliefs, values, and attitudes they hold

irrelevant" (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009a, 3). This view presumes that approaches
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that include external factors somehow exclude local agency. However, a focus
on international restrictions is relevant precisely because so many Samoans,
for a variety of reasons, actively seek to permanently migrate but are unable
to do so. The sheer number of Samoans appl)'tng foi permanent residence in
New Zealand is evidence of their desire to reave the islands. However, without
including New Zealand's political and economic decisions with regard to Slmoa
and samoans, it would be difficult to exprain rates of migration tJNew Zealand
over time. The different patterns of international migration from Samoa to
American Samoa, New Zealand, Australia, and the Unitea States underscore
this point. Movement is social and not simply spatial, as Lilomaiava-Doktor
notes, but it is also strongly influenced by external constraints over which
Samoans have little control.

This point may seem obvious, but Lilomaiava-Doktor dissents. She views
circular mobility as a "better" way to understand samoan migration, basing
her argument on the Melanesian studies of circulation by chaprian and otheri
(chapman and Prothero 1985, 4). she states that there is a "jialectic between
the centrifugal attractions of wage employment, commercial and administra-
tive forces and the centripetal power ofvillage obligations, social relations and
kin ties" (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009b, es) thai modu-lates these opposing forces
and promotes continuing circular flows. Thus, movement is not merely uni-
directional but "back and fortli'(Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009a, 9). However, the
Melanesian model she refers to may no longer be relevant because, while cir_
culation may have been the predominant pattern for Melanesian population
movements in earlier decades, the current trend in Melanesia is toward per-
manent migration to urban areas (petrou and connell 2017).rn Samoa, the
centripetal and centrifugal forces that Lilomaiava-Doktor cites have been in an
asymmetrical relationship since the 1960s; the overall direction of movement
has been overseas since that time. Had the movement of Samoans been pri-
marily or mostly circular, the population of Samoa today would be closer to
400,000 rather than the current figure of roughly 200,000. permanent overseas
migration has had a major demographic effect on the islands.

Nevertheless, Lilomaiava-Doktor states that, ,,shankman failed to com_
prehend circular mobility . . !' (2009a,17). This is inaccurate. circular mobil-
ity has been included in my work as one type of movement, but permanent
international migration is significant because, among other things, iermanent
migrants often enable their relatives to engage in temporary circJar movement
as well as providing vital connections-travel fares, htusing, jobs, and language
assistance-for new generations of circular and permanent migrants. Th;y
are an anchor and a magnet for both kinds of migrants. Indeed, the relative
shortage of permanent visas may encourage circular mobility (Macpherson
1985). while Lilomaiava-Doktor is correct in noting that there is a good deal
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of circular movement involving fa'alavelave, the overall direction of movement

is not circular'

Motivations for Migration

Lilomaiava-Doktor recognizes v6 as the central idea and context for under-

**Jing movemenU she-also mentions other publicly shared motivations for

-ou.-!nt, including health, education, and economic opportunities' Since v6

embodies cultrrrally appropriate motivations' it may act as an umbrella for other'

iess publicly u...ptuiL motivations for migration' In her work on Samoan

-ig*iorr, kalerr(1932) distinguished between'bvert" and'tovert" motiva-

tiois. As a legitimizing and publicly shared motivation, vd would be considered

an'bvert" motivation. Yet'tovert" motivations may coexist alongside v6' For

example, young migrants may publicly concur that they move abroad to serve

ifr.i, ?'u-ifi"r; iriuo:t.ty, as individuals, they may also desire to escape the hard

work and low prestige of village agriculture and/or wish to enhance their own

inai.,riarrat prorp..ti6.yond tie cJnstraints of the local economic and political

order. There may be multiple motives, both privately held by individuals who

are migrating and publicllshared by family members who sponsor migration

in both sending and receiving countries'

Indeed, ther-e may be u .,ruii.ty of less public, privately held motivations that

have little relationship to v6. Examples from my field experience include: the

union official accused of embezzling money who makes a quick exit abroad;

the young man leaving Sdmoa to pursue an overseas affair; the young woman

.orr*rtirig to anotherlaith in order to facilitate departure from the islands; the

yoorg ,uf. victim encouraged by her familylo leave S6moa to reduce familial

,t u--", the young man involved in the accidental death of a child seeking to

distance himself from local repercussions; the young women visiting an aunt

in Hawai'i while quietly seeklng to terminate a pregnancy; the young family

member sent abroad to reduce family dysfunction at home; and the aspiring

titleholder leaving after years of family infighting over succession to a high title'

What about i-h. "..otto-ii' motivations found in the "Euro-American

moder'? Lilomaiava-Doktor states that many previous studies have placed too

much emphasis on "inequality and economic opportunity" (2009a, 2l) and not

enough appreciation of ihe moral economy of v6. She believes that "symbolic

capitil i, oft.n more important than economic capital" (2009a,-16), comment-

iii ifr"t Samoans think about migration in terms of communal vd rather than

in"terms of "individual profit niaximizationl' She also criticizes the alleged

western ahistorical, individualistic, and "economistic" view of migration while

emphasizing that Samoan mobility is constantly negotiated around family, vil-

lagi politicsi and social exigencies (Lilomaiava-Doktor 201 5, 9 1).
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The contrast that Liromaiava-Doktor draws between western and Samoan
motivations is a familiar one, yet she seems to essentialize both, suggesting that
there is a singular way 

9f viewing Samoan motivations. nddressii"g this issue
in-his ethnographic study of \/aega, a vinage in rural savai'i, o'MJara (1990)
acknowledged that, compared with most westerners, samoans emphasize theilpolance of sharing. conversery, most westerners emphasize the irnportance
of individual property.yet o'Meara cautions that,'the desire forpersonal wealth
is common among Samoans in spite of their emphasis on sharing anJ gift giv-
ing," just as "sharing and gift giving are common among westerners despite our
emphasis on accumulating private wealth' ( I 990, 201 ).

. o'Meara's ethnographic study is one of a number of studies, incruding those
by Samoan scholars, reporting ihat samoans themselves often cite,.economic,,
reasons as primary motivations for migration. Are such motivations superficial
manifestations of an underrying va as some of Lilomaiava-ooktor's irrt.r.ri.*,
suggest? Are they artificial blproducts of incorporation into a capitalist world
system that has imposed a western vocaburary on indigenous movement? or
should these reasons ofrered by Samoans be accepted ai face value? In today,s
world, the boundary between what is authenticany Samoan and what is trury
western may not be clear cut. Liromaiava-Doktor argues that the culturar rearm
is "distinct from the economic or political domains of movement, (2009,27),
but the Samoan moral economy and the broader poriticar ..oromy-,'uy b.
more tightly intertwined than she ailows. Thus, o'Meara found that although
fa'alavelave were conceived of as "social" gift exchanges rather than,.economic,,
transactions, Samoans were "very aware of and con-cerned with the economic
results oftheir gift exchanges', (1993, l4g).

Lilomaiava-Doktor stresses the culturar significance of samoan custom in
the movement process, noting that in her inteiviews,

Time. and time again, the essential dynamics of fah_Samoa were
revealed and the role of the higa and fa,alavelar, ,ho.,", to be para_
mount. For these Samoans, there was clearly a primary motivation for
population movement: the need and the desire to enhance the status
of the collective higa (2015: St_82)

Yet she also reports on economic motivations in her analysis of the decision to
migrate, including'the strategic search for better economic opportunities . . r,(Lilomaiava-Doktor 2015, g3). she explains that these opportunities *.r. o'ty
realized by moving to Apia or or'.rr.., because pranning'for "financial success
and security in old age" is "nearly impossible" in the isrids. Although farentswould prefer to have all of their chirdren living in the village,.,rruliiy ii.tut.,
one or two must have a regular job in Apia or overseas,, (ZdtS, Sf). iThi, i, u
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risk-minimising strategy given the uncertainty of economic times and condi-

ii**, (zors, s:i. while m"ore data about this risk-minimizing strategy and the

,,nc.,tainty of economic times and conditions would be helpful, it is clear from

Lilomaiava-Doktor,sargumentthatSamoansstrategicallyevaluateeconomic
.onairior* in the islandJin relation to potential opportunitiesin Apia and over-

,.ut, *a tft.y base their decisions about migration accordingly'

Samoan sons and daughters, as well as their parents'have prioritized moving

t" npA *a abroad for de"cades (Shankman 1926' S6)' In the early 1980s' Pamela

Thomas(1984)interviewedl00fifth-formstudentsinthreeSamoandistrict
iigh ;;t ""r, 

aiout their interest in working family land after they.left.school.

NJt a singl. student wished to do so' All of the students wanted a job in town

or in NeiZealand (Thomas 1gg4, L47),andmost of the best students left their

"iffug", 
permanently' In a similar study by Peggy Fairbairn-Dunlop (1984)'

Samoan students in the sixth form at the countryt two top colleges were asked

toselectanoccupationthattheythemselves'ratherthantheirparents'would
tit .io prrrrrr.. noih girls and boys overwhelmingly selected"white collar" occu-

pations rather than village agriculture'

These changing aspiiations are mirrored by changes in the samoan econ-

"_;-i*lf. 
i iralp.rra.rr. e inlg62,agriculture, including village agriculture,

produced 99 percent of Simoa's t*pott income (Department of Economic

br".f"p-.* ises, to), today that iigure is about l0 percent (IndexMundi

2018),;ith only 20 percent of households earning the majority of their income

i-- 
'ugri.,rtt*e 

(damoa Bureau of Statistics iots' zs'' Almost two-thirds

ofemployedSamoansworkforwages(SamoanLabourForceSurvey20lT).
AmuchgreaterpercentageofallSamoansreceiveremittances'overthepast
six decades, the economiJhndscape of SdLrnoa has changed how-people think

about their livelihoods and village life. Even the most remote villaies are now

connected to commercial center-s by paved roads, electricity, and the Internet'

C.ff pnorr., are ubiquitous, directly linking Samoans in the islands with their

;;i*, abroad and there\ faciliiating the sending and receiving of remit-

tances (connell 2015; Mu.fherson zoia). rne distinction between rural and

urban is blurring. According to the most recent census' the majority of Samoans

""* 
rir. in Apii or the periurban area in northwest upolu, rather than in the

-ortif rorut rrillages thai were Samoans'primary residence just decades ago'

such changes are reflected in the site lf much of Lilomaiava-Doktor's field-

work'Between1998and2})2,Lilomaiava-Doktorspentmanymonthscon-
Jucting fieldwork on the island of savaii in Salelologa, which she refers to as a

;iurnoi" villagel'In keeping with her interest, she focused her affention on the

irrrporturr.. ofin. r,ittugi in"conceptuaherms' referring to the key metaphors of
,.home', and,.land'thatlink families in the diaspora. Decades ago, Salelologa was

u .tort., of more traditional subvillages. Yet today Salelologa offers an example
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of how much economic transformation there has been in the islands. For some
time, the government of Sdmoa has sought to develop Salelologa as an,,urbarl'
alternative to Apia. In the samoan cerr.rs, Salelologa is identiied as a..village
district" composed of sevcral subwiilages or pitoniu, including the subvilale
of Foua in which Lilomaiava-Doktor resided. The larger Saleljoga area haJa
current population of over 12,000 and is the commercial center of and gate-
way to the island of Savai'i. It is the hub for the large, modern interisland lerry
between upolu and Savai'i as well as aid-funded wharf facilities. Salelologa has
four hotels (reviewed on TripAdvisor) as well as restaurants, bakeries, rental car
agencies, taxis' buses, tours, gas stations, and a hospital nearby. There is a large,
permanent two-story market open six days a week, as well as small convenience
stores. Salelologa also has a large cathoric secondary school and the only public
library outside Apia. Employment typically involves wage labor. Lilomaiava-
Doktor's analysis of metaphors such as "rand" and "home;may assist in under-
standing ways of thinking about Samoan life that have remained relatively
stable, but they may not reflect the extent of changes that have occurred in the
economic life of Salelologa and Sdmoa more generally.

Economic Motivations in Earlier Studies

while "economic" motivations may seem "simplisticl' materialistic, and
Eurocentric to Lilomaiava-Doktor, she herself referi to them as major factors
in migration-a new Samoan ,,reality', (2015, g3). Indeed, such factors have
been apparent in many studies of samoan migrants to New Zealand, Austraria,
American S6moa, and the united states. And this has been true from early
studies to the present. These studies, often quantitative, explore multiple moti-
vations, even within the broader "economic" category. Thus, Kallen's study of
samoan migrants to New Zealand (r9g2), which emphasized the importance of
families and fa'a-samoa in stimulating, organizing, and facilitating migration,
surveyed a random sample of 257 applicants for permanent residJnce ln New
zealand about their reasons for migration. She found that a substantial major-
ity (77 percent) cited'Jobs and money" as primary motivations, with 44 per-
cent citing'jobs and money''as their sole motivation; 25 percent listed,h better
future life" (1982,72). Kallen also found that 22 perceit cited family-related
reasons for migration, while 19 percent hoped to find a lucrative job in order to
help their families (Kallen 1982,72).

In their multidecade study of globalization in Sdrnoa, Macpherson and
Macpherson (2009a) reported that villagers used vd in terms of thinking about
traditional obligations, but they were no longer wholly committed to custom
and tradition. In the villages thatthey studied, people were'tonstantly thinking
and talking about changd'(Macpherson and Macplerson 2009a, rgs). Everyday
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conversations often revolved around migration, with villagers calculating the

advantages and disadvantages of migration in terms of opportunity and income'

risks anl rewards, as well 
-as 

consideration of family and traditional commit-

*.n r. They were acutely aware of migration quotas in New Zealand and the

kinds of unskilled and semiskilled positions that the New Zealand economy

couldprovideatanygivenmoment.PeopleinruralvillagesandApiawitnessed
in. ,r.* clothing, upf,h*..t, and cars sent or brought back or paid.for from

abroad, and theliunderstood what was needed to acquire them by talking with

relatives who had been abroad or through their own experiences overseas. For

yoo"g p.opf. especially, the contrast bitween their lives in Sdtnoa and their

ar.rir of f"ttering themselves and their families calalyzed their desire to go

abroad.
Lona Lanesolota Siauane also reported that economic motivations, compati-

blewithv6,wereverymuchonthemindsofSamoanmigrantsinChristchurch,
New Zealand.As she noted:

For the Samoan immigrant, New Zealand was the place of 'milk and

honey' and a better life, access to material goods' *d -* opportunity

to provide their own children with better educational opportunities.

Thesedesiresbecameuniversalmotivesthatlaybehindthedeci-
sion for many of the Samoan immigrants to come to New Zealand'

Samoansviewededucationasavehicleforsocio-economicwell-be-
ing and social mobility' For many young Samoans' migration to New

ZJahndprovided this' ' . ' . Furthermore' wage employ-me$ became

the best *ay for many young Samoans to contribute to the fa'alavelave

of their ,aiga andchurch thiough the regular remittances sent back to

their families in Sdmoa (2004'42)

In his workon Samoan migrants inAustralia,va'a (2001) found that,for most

Samoans interviewed in his iudy, the main reasons for migration to_Australia

were economic in nature encompassing a combination of "push" and "pulli'fac-

tors. In terms of "puly'factors foithoselnitially migrating to New Zealand from

samoa (prior to leaving for Australia) ,T|petcent of the ninety-three Samoans

interviewed cited employment or education and training as their main reason

for movement (Vaa ZOO|, Sa). Of the push factors leading to movement from

New Zealand to Australia,83 percent o1 the forty-three males interviewed cited

specific economic reasons for moving to Australia (Va'a 2001: 84-35)' In rank

order these reasons included: scarcity ofjobs' worsening economy' high cost of

living, unemployment, too much fa'a-s6rnoa, low wages, restrictions-on hous-

ing lians, and a'cut in children's benefits. Va'a also cites other, less often men-

tioned factors as well, including joining a spouse, family reunion, religion, etc.
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He concludes that decisions to migrate were often based on multiple factors,
quoting migrants themselves.

using a New Zealand-based sample of sixty Samoan migrants, samoan
scholar Tolu Muliaina, who has written about the meaning oflovement and
the importance of family and social obligations in the movlment process, also
confirmed the significance of economic iactors in the migration process, com-
menting that:

over 95 per cent of respondents reported that the primary reason for
migration was economic, a product of Samoa's inability to provide
paid employment that matched the aspirations of its iast_gro.irrg
population, together with the interaction of customary obligat[ns and
modern material wants. (2009,2g)

_ writing about migration from American Simoa to the united States,
Fepulea'i Micah van der Ryn, while fulry supporting the incorporation of
indigenous concepts into the study of migraiion anJ specificafy acknowl-
edging Lilomaiava-Doktor's work, reportslhat changing e*ternai economic
and political circumstances opened the doors to movement abroad, com-
menting that:

Major migration from American sdmoa to the United States began in
the early 1950s when the u.s. Naval Administration removed itJnaval
operations from Pago pago. Samoan naval employees and their fami_
lies were offered free passage, jobs, and resettlement in naval commu_
nities in Hawai'i and on the west coast of the united States, notably in
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (2012,254; see also
Lewthwaite, Mainzegand Holland I 973)

_ Also writing about migration from American Sdmoa, craig Janes highrighted
the relevant cultural background of the migrants, but found t-hut u .orrit.llution
of motivations, 'primarily' but not exclusively economic, led to the large-scale
exodus from American Sdmoa in the 1950s:

By 1960 [American] Samoa was seized by migration fever. It was not
just military experience, education, or employment that the migrants
sought, but somethingfar less tangibre. Many people left with nJtnirrg
else in mind save for the idea that migration was necessary to secure
a future for themselves and their families. Gifted young peopre were
encouraged to migrate for further education in Hawail oi on the
mainland' and others were propeiled by the belief that all things in
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[American] Sdmoa were inferior to what was to be had on the main-

land(2002,121)

In different ways, each of these studies integrated Samoan conceptions

aboutthepurposesofmovementwitheconomicmotivations'Allofthemcited
economicmotivationsasaprimarymotivationinmigration.Andallofthem
viewed fa'a-Samoa and/or v-a as compatible with economic and political expla-

nations of international migration. So,"Without questioning the importance of

foi-Sa*oorewards and coistraints, it is possible to view other forces as having

'un 
"q,ratly 

i-portant bearing on Samoan economic behavior" (Shankman 1976'

loo).

Obligations in Conflicta

over the past few decades, Samoans have altered their economy, family struc-

ture, land tenure practices, and the matai or chiefly system of leadership itself

1o'M.aru tq93; Meleisea and schoeffel 2015). Is this also true of their com-

mitment to the Samoan moral economy? In keeping with her emphasis on

the integrity of Samoan culture and continuity within the movement process'

filomaiiva-poktor affirms that,"mobility strengthens rather than weakens the

links between family [outside the village] and home" (2009b,60). While it is true

that Samoan familils have often remained remarkably close in the diaspora'

with levels of remittances that are a testament to their involvement with and

respect for their families, research since the 1970s has shown that in the process

of migration there have also been weakened links, reduced commitments' and

increased tension (Graves et al' 1982)'- 
eguin, this is not a black-and-white issue. Lilomaiava-Doktor herself rec-

ognlies ihut th.r. have been major changes in fa'a-Sdmoa and fundamental

.f,u"g., in the islands as a resrrli of migration and remittances, acknowledg-

i"t ,fi" individualism, jealousy, ambivalence, and dissatisfaction are part of the

frl..tt of change (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009b, 66)' Thus' as migration contin-

ued, Samoans have not simply affempted to replicate a given cultural script;

tt.y t *. modified and chaienged it. This can be seen in how current partic-

ip"ii"r in fa'alavelave has led tJ conflicting obligations and increasing public

.riri.ir- of these exchanges (Macpherson and Macpherson 2009a; Shankman

2018).
While fa'alavelave today are symbolically modeled on a pre-European sys-

tem of exchange, today s fa alavelave no longer involve the kinds of the reciproc-

itf u"a gift exlhange characteristic of pre-European or even pre-1960s Sdmoa

(6,Vf.aiu lgg0,2l-2).As more Samoans moved abroad over the decades, the

kind. of ti", they had to each other and to their kin in the islands have become
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more complex. At least half of the funding for fa'alavelave in the islands comes
from overseas relatives (Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009a, 16). New kinds of remit-
tances and larger contributions to fa'alavelave have increased costs. In the early
decades of migration, migrants sent or brought back money or commodities,
including tinned beef and fish, biscuits, radios, and clothing, as well as cash
for school fees, housing materials such as tin roofs and cemeit, fares for travel,
church contributions, and title installations. In more recent decades, these
expenses have escalated with the addition of more expensive items, including
televisions, refrigerators, microwave ovens and other appliances, cell phones-,
laptops, motorcycles, cars and pickups, European t ouiing materials, water
storage tanks, larger numbers of fine mats, and capital for investing in local
businesses.

As a result of the widening network of potential remitters abroad, continu_
ing demand in the islands and abroad, the increased cost of living in the islands,
and the increasing cost of remittances and fa'alavelave, often paid for in cur-
rency rather than in kind, there is now widespread concern among migrants
that they may not be able to meet their obligations to give g.rr"roorryi*d with_
out complaint. In the 1980s, one Samoan church in Auckland was already using
a social worker to help families struggling to balance their limited household
resources and increasingly costly fahlavelave. Debt and financial hardship were
becoming problems for Samoan families abroad as well as in the islands.

|anes (1990) found considerable ambivarence about fahlavelave in his study
of Samoan migrants in the San Francisco Bay area. only a small minority of the
Samoans interviewed approved of fa'alavelave without question, and most had
"serious reservations"when continual demands impinged on limited household
resources ()anes 1990, 101). Yet very few Samoans refused to contribute some-
thing when requested, and many were proud of their support. Lower-income
samoans felt more "trapped" between ceremonial obligations and household
necessities than others. As one vulnerable Samoan put it,.,When they bring
all this fah-sdmoa the families suffer. Many people learn to hate their culture
because it makes them poor" (|anes 1990, 106).

Ilana Gersho n (zoti) also described the gap between the ideal of generosity
inherent in fa alavelave and the reality of limited household incomes a'mong the
samoans she spoke with in New Zealand and the united states in 1996-1997.
she noted that they were'Trequently telling me how frustrated and trapped
they felt, how fahlavelave had gotten out of contror since migration . . . Because
fa'alavelave are financially draining, my interlocutors have m-ixed feelings about
participating in them" (Gershon 20r2,39).while they felt strongly that L,alave-
lave obligations must be met, they"experience these demand, ui or. set among
many-none of which can ever be satisfactorily met without serious conse-
quences in other neglected areas" (Gershon 2012,41). That is, they are,,torn
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between using limited resources for their own household and supporting their

extended family' (Gershon 2012, 4l)'
As a result, Samoans have tried to find ways of avoiding the financial bur-

dens of fa'alavelave' For examPle,

Those receiving requests will often practice strategic ignorance' such

as ignoring early mtrning phone calls so that they dorft have to send

-oi.y hoine to build the village church' They use small moments of

privatecommunicativefailurestomitigatefamilyfinancialpressures
. . . fft.y must be quite judicious about using various techniques to

funnel t.ro,rr.., haltingly and gradually into the maw of Samoan

exchanges. After all, every failure risks family or community disap-

proval of not being truly Samoan (Gershon 2012,45)

Nevertheless, Gershon found that in private conversation,"Everyone spoke

to me about the burdens of the Samoan exchange system-from chiefs and min-

isters to elders and teenagers" (20L2,46).It was not just the amount o{ money

involved, but the possiblJ misappropriation of funds by family members and

church officials, a not uncommon occurrence. Personal temptation sometimes

undermined the strong sense of family obligation (o'Meara 1990: 168-169)'

The cost of lavish fa'alavelave could run into the many tens of thousands of

dollars and more, with events costing thousands of dollars being quite com-

mon. conversations about the escalating costs of fa'alavelave' once private' were

becoming public. The situation in Sarnoa was so problematic that it became a

iopi. of Jorr..r' in official Samoan circles, newspapers, and social media' The

Prime Minister of Samoa spoke out about how fa'alavelave had become prohib-

itiu.ty.*p"rrrive and suggested ways that costs could be reduced. some villages

Uarrnea imported tinnJbeef and fish from ceremonial events (Macpherson

and Macpherson 2009a, 95). Some chiefs and churches tried to implement

broad reforms to reduce the amounts exchanged' The problem, however, was

that families reducing contributions or withdrawing from fa'alavelave could

lose status and reputation within the village political system' Participation

remains vital for access to titles, land, and other resources. Migrant sons and

daughters withholding support from their parents in the islands would not only

ue u-etraying them in u tnort personal way, there could be potential political,

social, and economic .orrr.qoir.ar as well. For these reasons, they could not

afford to not participate (O'Meara 1990,215)'

A very pobti. dir.nrsion about the costs of fa'alavelave occurred in 2009

when a d.i.gution of more than thirty Samoan chiefs and orators from the

islands visiti Auckland to participate in two unprecedented public meetings

about the financial burd.ttr of fu'ulu'n lave that were causing severe hardship at
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home and abroad. In public, people talked about taking out high interest loans
from marginal financial institutions to cover their extensive o6figations to kin
in New zealand and the islands; there were also suggestions thaithese obliga-
tions were leading some Samoans to engage in fraud and crime. About 1,500
people attended the two meetings, and the discussion continued on talk radio,
on-line, in samoan newspapers, and on the street. one T-shirt read; I LovE My
AIGA, BUT I HATE FAALAVELAVE (Gough 200g,t3g).

Samoans abroad and in the islands increasingly view faalavelave in a selec-
tive and contingent manner; they are often conflicted about participation based
on monetary considerations. support for and participation in faalavelave are not
uniform and depend on a number of factors: the permanent or temporary status
of the migrants, whether they plan to return home, the number oi faalavelave
they are expected to participate in and at what levels, and their available resources,
among other considerations. Thus, the moral economy of giving is being compro-
mised by new economic and political arrangements at home *d ubto-ud, *d in
the process important aspects of Samoan culture are being reworked.

Are Fa'alavelave Wastefu l?

In recent decades Samoans themselves have become vocal in their public ques-
tioning and criticism of fa alavelave. yet Lilomaiava-Doktor faults..[sjcholars and
development experts such as connell (1990) or Shankman (1976) [who] have
often describedfaalavelave as a customary practice that squanders economic
gains and resources. Blarningfahlavelave for the lack of economic development
reflects a failure to understand different values and multiple purposes set within
this particular cultural milieu" (2009a,19). This statement is inaccurate. Based
on fieldwork in 1969-1970 in the islands, I offered a discussion of the view that
samoan wealth redistribution is counterproductive followed by a description of
the actual economic and social context in which this kind of redistribution then
occurred (shankman 197 6: 44- 48). contrary to Lilomaiava-Doktor, I concluded
that such redistribution is'hot necessarily wasteful given the context in which
it occurs" (Shankman 1976,48;see also o'Meara 1990:2r0-2ll). Migration has
provided a new context for faalavelave, and this may be why samo'ans them-
selves are increasingly concerned about what fahlavelave have become.

Lilomaiava-Doktor stresses the ideological significance of va, noting that
generosity fulfills social and political objectives and that the expectation of
participation is paramount (2009b,80). However, she minimizes the dilemmas
posed by the competing responsibilities that Samoans face. Expectations about
generosity and participation do not necessarily reflect how and when partici-
pation in fa'alavelave will actually occur. In the 1970s, Karla Rolff conducted
research among a small community of samoans in southern california, asking,
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,.what causes some [Samoans] to drop out of these mutual aid and prestige

networks that are set up through participatio ninfa'alavelarre?" (Rolff 1978,25)'

She reported that,

out of fifty-seven Samoan and part-samoan households, I obtained

income data on twenty-eight and found a strong correlation between

income and participation in fa'alavelave.Those with the lowest income

were invaria-bly involved in fa'alavelave activities, and the higher the

income, the gieater was the likelihood that people had moved away

fromfah-samoa activities ... Those who are economically secure don't

have io depend on the services informally provided by kinsmen (car

repairing, plumbing, etc.); they can pay for these services ' ' ' Summing

op, I *o-uld say th;t some Samoans participate in the fa'a-Samoa for

the traditional prestige it offers, but, aside from that, many participate

in the fa,a-Samoa bicause their economic situation leaves them no

alternative [(1973: 25-27);see also O'Meara (1990' 215)]

Does Permanent Migration Abroad Reduce Remittances to Sdmoa?

Samoan migrants weigh their commitments to tradition with the resources

it .y frurr. atia"d. The! also weigh commitments in their new homelands with

their commitments to relatives in the islands. Given these multiple commit-

ments, can migrants sustain high levels of remittances sent to the islands over

time? LilomaiJva-Doktor believes they can and do, criticizing my research and

alleging that,

...inthelgT0seconomicanthropologistPaulshankmanpredicted
that sending remittances back to Slmoa would taper off the longer

migrants stayed away (1g76).In the 1990s, he observed that they had

not done so .. ' (2009a, 17)

This criticism is misleading because Lilomaiava-Doktor does not distin-

guish, as I did, between permanent migrants wfo may send fewer remittances

In u ,egulu, basis the longer they have been abroad and temporary migrants

who arJmore reliable ovei the short term (Shankman 197& 59-60). The rele-

vant passage noted that:

Apart from major events such as funerals, weddings, and church open-

ings, migrants permanently overseas were under less pressure to remit or

ott erwiie participate in village activities than temporary migrants and
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migrants residing in other patrs of Sdmoa. The fact of secure employ-
ment in New Zealand, or at worst adequate welfare, has led permanent
migrants to become less oriented to village life and less committed to
returning to it. They are prepared to fulfill their 'aiga obligations, but
distance and relative wealth in New Zealand have made village commit-
ments less intense. This may help explain why the longer a permanent
migrant is in New Zealand, the less likely he or she is to send remittances
on a regular basis, although most permanent migrants do send small
money orders on an infrequent basis (Shankman 19T6,60)

Temporary migrants, whose stays overseas were short term, were more
reliable remitters precisely because they were certain to return to the islands.
Permanent migrants, on the other hand, may remit less and less regularly over
a period of years, although they would contribute to a major famiiy or church
event or the rebuilding of homes in the case of a tsunami or hurricane. (Brown
et aL.2074; Le De et al. 2015). while permanent migrants often rhapsodized
about the ease of village life and spoke of the desiraLility of return to Sdmoa
(Pitt and Macpherson 1974, rg), they rarely planned to move back to the
islands on a permanent basis (Macpherson l9g5; Shankman 1993). In a study
of New Zealand-based migrants, Muliaina (2009) noted that of sixty Samoans
interviewed, only one was planning a permanent return. In their study of 390
samoan migrants in Australia, Ahlburg and Brown (199g) found that only l0
percent of their sample planned to return to Sdmoa on a permanent basis; far
fewer would actually return. However, those who did plan to return remitted
significantly more than those who did not.

Over time, permanent migrants abroad, mostly single young men and
women' eventually married (often to non-samoans), formed their own families,
and participated in their own overseas communities and churches that required
their own systems of support. As regular remittances to the islands from per-
manent migrants diminished, families in the islands sent more sons and daugh-
ters to supplement and/or replace declining remittances (o'Meara 1990, 1i3).
second and third generation sons and daughters ofearlier migrants also tended
to send fewer remittances to sdmoa while spending..roor.., on fa'alavelave in
their new homelands (Macpherson and Macpherson 2009b, g7). Both trends, in
addition to the increasing cost of living in the islands, reinforced the need in the
islands for more migration and remittances.

Recent,studies have provided a more sophisticated understanding of remit-
tance-sending patterns. Macpherson (1992) discussed the structural Ld d.-o-
graphic factors that could lead to declining remittances, and his careful study
of several Samoan families in New zealand (Macpherson 1994) demonstrated
a decline in the proportion of household income sent as remittances over time;
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Macpherson also reviewed a number of possible factors that led to this decline'

Browrfs large-scale, quantitative study of Samoan remitters in Australia found that

in a twelve-month sampling period, the proportion of the Samoan migrant popu-

lation remittin gwas 75.3 percent afirong samoan-born households in contrast to

55.6 percent of*New Zealand-born Samoan households, with Samoan-born remit-

ters remitting at much higher levels (Brown 1998, 125). Brown also found that over

time, the p.rl.ntug. of Samoan households that did remit declined over five-year

intervals ior the first twenty-five years ofabsence; however, after twenty-five years,

remittance participation markedly increased as did remittances (Brown 1998,

126). Furthermore, controlling for a number of variables among remitters, Brown

found no evidence of overall remittance decay (Brown 1998, 135)'

The Macphersons have done additional work on intergenerational remit-

tance sending as part of a longitudinal study of over 2,000 Pacific women who

tave birth iri euct<Una hospitals during a twelve-month period in the late

iOfOr. 1.n.y found a decline ir remittances to the islands as new generations of

Samoans atroad recalibrated their obligations (Macpherson and Macpherson

2009b; see also Muliaina 2009). New Zealand-born Samoan women and their

partners continued to support their familiesin the islands, but at much reduced

ievels because their immediate families and most significant relatives were in

New Zealand in manY cases'

These young Samoan couples were in the early phases of 
-family 

formation

and had very liirited discretionary incomes. Support for their,families was often

in kind and took the form of providing childcare, nursing sick parents, housing

relatives, and arranging trurr.i for kin. Many young married women stated that

connections with their parents'villages were attenuated and a low priority when

it came to allocating resources. Furthermore, while children of migrants might

contribute to their parents'gifts to their natal villages while their parents were

alive, after their parents'deaths they often had neither the motivation nor the

knowledge of the mechanics of giving to remain involved in remitting to Sdmoa

(see also Muliaina 2009).

A further possible reason for declining intergenerational participation in

island-based fl alavelave is that fluency in the Samoan language is declining'

In 2013 only 56 percent of samoans in New Zealand spoke samoan fluently

lFrri-uorro ZOV,be1,^uking the second and third generation Samoans abroad

iess likely to fully understanJ the linguistic protocols involved in some kinds of

fa'alavelave and iherefore less likely to be able to fully participate in these events'

Were Remittances "Pointless"?

In recent decades, larger remittances and the changing Samoan-economy

have altered the way remittances are spent, allowing more funds for capital
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investment as well as for traditional obligations such as fa alavelave. Lilomaiava-
Doktor may not have appreciated this change, arguing that:

. . . with his [Shankman's] emphasis on capital investment, the remit_
tances seemed pointless: The sums remitted were usually not large
enough for investment in large-scale capital developmeni or capiill
equipment, nor was there much incentive to invest (Shankman l-993,
763) (2009a, 17)

Here Lilomaiava-Doktor neglects the historical context of remittance-send-
ing patterns and economic conditions in Simoa.s In the 1960s and 1970s,
relatively small sums of remittances made a major difference in household
cash incomes where incomes were very low (pirie 1976; Shankman 1976).
These small sums were not sufficient for large-scale capital development or
capital equipment even if such opportunities were available. Becau-se remit-
tances were sent in mostly small sums in the 1960s and 1970s and because
Europeans and part-Samoans dominated the commercial sectors of the
samoan economy, it would have been difficult for most Samoans to use them
for capital investment even if they had wished to do so (pitt 1970; Shankman
1976: 44-48; Kallen 1982).

Nevertheless, remittances were quickly becoming the largest source of per-
sonal cash income for Samoans and a major share of natiot ul in.o-.. By 1992,
remittances were two-thirds of Semoa's gross domestic product (Brown 199g,
1.24), not including nonmonetary remittances. So remittances were hardly
"pointless" either then or now As Lilomaiava-Doktor herself observed, remit-
tances had a'profound effect on the nation" (2004,245). Indeed, they were a
major reason that parents sent and continue to send their sons and daughters
abroad. And they were the reason that Samoan officials of the period used the
phrase, "People are our most valuable export." In more recent decades, a new
political and economic environment and larger remittances have allowed larger
scale capital investments by samoans as well as traditional expenditures on
fa'alavelave, and these new investments have significant implications for local
development (Brown and Ahlburg 1999,34|;Connell 2015).

Migration, Remittances, and the "Dominant Development Discourse"

In her writing about Samoan migration and remittances, Lilomaiava-Doktor
found that a fundamental problem with earlier studies was that they reflected
a'dominant development discourse" involving a Euro-American economic
model that minimized samoans'own ideas about development. yet a brief his-
tory of development discourses used in the islands demonstrates that the study
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of Samoan migration and remittances emerged in response to and as an.alterna-

tive to convenlional development approaches (Shankman 197 6t 23 -29).

In the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, the most significant development discourse

was associated with agricultural development in the context of the movement

for political indepenJence that spread throughout the South Pacific. On the

.u. of Surnoun independen ce in l962,there was a great deal of practical con-

cern about the economic future of this newly independent state, the first of its

kind in the South Pacific.While Sdmoa was politically advanced, observers were

concerned that the Samoan economy, then based largely on village agricul-

ture, would not be able to support its rapidly growing population' Agricultural

exports were the islands'top income earner at the time, and they became its

most important development priority. A development discourse emerged with

policies Ld progru-s io promote village agricultural development that, theo-

retically, would siimulate autonomous growth in the national economy.

yet it soon became apparent that village agricultural development was far

less successful in improving local incomes than migration and remittances'

Samoans themselves, migrating overseas in large numbers, became the source

of a changing narrative about development. Studies of migration and remit-

tances chilJnged standard theories ihat had focused on agricultural devel-

"p-*, 
by.*u]-irring how Samoans were actually increasing their household

incomes and, in turn, the national income of Samoa. This approach provided a

critiqueof the dominant development discourse, mainstream development the-

"ry, 
Ira programs that were ou1 of touch with the realities of the small, newly

lniependent-island states. In Sdmoa, the kinds of ties that the islands and its

p.opi. were developing with the wider world, especially migration and remit-

iun.rr, worked against-formal agricultural development programs while unin-

tentionally reinforcing international migration'

At the family andlndividual level, migration and remittances were a solu-

tion to the lack of opportunities in the islands; samoan families and individu-

als recognized new opportunities and took advantage of them. Migration and

remittaices were also part of the islands' increasingly dependent relationship

with the wider world. il"*.t forms of dependency such as tourism, off-shore

banking, foreign aid, and external loans have complicated the islands'economic

profle lshaniman 1990, 2018). Today these forms of dependency' especially

iurg. loun, from China that cannot easily be repaid, have placed Samoa and

several other Pacific nations in a vulnerable position'

Conclusion

In the study of migration and remittances, both indigenous and external per-

spectives aie important. This point is hardly new or original (Abu-Lughod
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i975; fones and Richter l98l) and may seem unworthy of extended discussion
except for Lilomaiava-Doktor's critique of earlier research. rn 1976,I made this
point in a discussion of research methods for a study of Samoan migration
and remittances. In economic anthropology during the 1960s and early 1970s,
microanalpic approaches similar to Lilomaiava-Doktor's approach were com-
mon, focusing on local social and cultural factors. As I commented,

while this approach has helped to correct some misconceptions, it can
lead to a selective avoidance of the sources of change atlhe national
and international levels. The anthropological emphasis on'traditiorf
and village studies has sometimes obscured the importance of colonial
practice, government policy, and world finance in the shaping of eco_
nomic trends. . .. Neither micro-analytic or macro-analytic approaches
are sufficient in themselves; both should be employed (lg76,t)

To encourage more synthetic scholarship, I suggested an approach to the
study of migration ( I ) that recognized the different kinds of tie; between local,
national, and international levels; (2) that gave economic factors that same
explicit treatment as social, cultural, and noneconomic factors; and (3) that
employed historical and comparative perspectives (shankman 1976,3). It is not
clear why Lilomaiava-Doktor finds such an approach "wrongheaded', and,.sim-
plistic" or why, in this context, her approach seems "better." Many of the studies
cited in this article have found both indigenous and external approaches useful,
contributing to a set of findings about migration and remittaniei that continues
to be explored in more contemporary research.

current researchers should be able to account for trends in samoan migra-
tion and remittances as well as understanding their meanings. A number ofthe
trends that Lilomaiava-Doktor has identified concerning the nature and direction
of samoan movement require qualification. She states ihat samoan conceptions
about mobility promote a pattern of circular movement that, in turn, strength-
ens connectedness between families at home and abroad through participation in
fa alavelave.Yet herfocus onvdminimizes the economic motivations that Samoans
themselves offer as reasons for migration. Her emphasis on circular movement
neglects the direction and magnitude of permanent overseas migration that is
strongly influenced by economic and political factors as well as cultural and social
motivations. The attention that she gives to strengthening ties among Samoan
famifies in the diaspora neglects ties between family members that malibe atten-
uated and weakened as well. There have also been conflicting perceptions about
and commitments to participation in faalavelave as the Samoan *oiul ..orro-y
is being reworked; participation itself is now being openly questioned. And there
has been an intergenerational decline in remittances to the islands.
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To her credit, in a brief comment Lilomaiava-Doktor has recently proposed

that,'A concerted effort at longitudinal studies of island communities at home

and abroad, along with a deliberate mix of inside and outside perspectives'

would produce more nuanced conceptual approaches" (2015'92)' This state-

ment aiigns her thinking more closely with work that she previously criticized'

And suci1 longitudinal ttudi.t already exist in the literature on Pacific migra-

tion. wessen .t ull, long-t.rm study of Tokelauan migration to New Zealand

(wessen et al.1992) and Small's long-term study of Tongan migration to the

United States (small 2011) are two such studies that support trends docu-

mented in this article.

Among the best of these long-term studies is the Macphersons' examina-

tion of Samoan migration to New Zealand (2009a), addressing the relationship

between local and global processes, as well as the nature and direction of change

in the islands. Their findings are also relevant to Lilomaiava-Doktor's interest

in cultural continuity and ihange. The Macphersons readily acknowledge the

dynamism of Samoan tradition that has enabled Samoan culture to absorb a

considerable degree of change. Nevertheless, they caution that'

[t]he danger of focusing onthese comparativelyresilient elements of tra-

aitiotr .. .ls that it distracts attention from others that are nowhere near

as secure: tradition itself may look unassailable when certain contempo-

rary expressions ofit are discussed,but it is clear that much has changed

and much has gone forever (2009a,182, see also 2009a: lS5-189)
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ENDNOTES

1. I have used Lilomaiava-Doktor's orthography for Samoan vocabulary throughout this

article.

2. This article is specifically concerned with Lilomaiava-Dohor's approach to samoan

migration and remittances rather than indigenous scholarship more broadly.
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3. Studies using transnational perspectives make this point in different ways (cohen 2001;
Spoonley, Bedford, and Macpherson 2003; Lee 2009; Barcham, Scheyvens, ani Overton 2009).

4. A version of this section previously appeared in Shankman (201S).

5. Lilomaiava-Dolctor states that shankman "missed the importance Samoans give to meet_
ing the everyday needs of families and to maintaining rd" (zoosa, t 7) . A chapteion A village
and Its Remittanced (shankman 1976:5r-g4) may serve as a reply to this aliegation.
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